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1. Introduction 
This document describes the command-line tools that are available as part of the EIDR SDK package. 

These tools are found in the Tools subdirectory of the SDK installation path. 

Configuration File 

The EIDR SDK and Tools obtain their Registry credentials from a configuration file found on the local 

workstation. The important fields in an EIDR configuration file are: 

• <user> This is your user ID, provided by EIDR operations. It looks something like 10.5238/your-

name. The prefix will always be 10.5238. 

• <party> This is the party name for you user ID. All users are associated with a party. It is of the 

form 10.5237/9DD9-E249. The prefix is always 10.5237. 

• <url> This is the URL for the registry you are using. The valid choices are 

o https://registry1.eidr.org:443/EIDR for the production registry 

o https://sandbox1.eidr.org:443/EIDR for the test registry. 

Sometimes a special-purpose registry may be used for pre-release testing, in which case alpha and 

beta users will be given the appropriate URL. 

• <PageSize> Query results are returned in sets or “pages”, and this gives the maximum number of 

results to return per page. Larger values of PageSize are generally more efficient since they 

amortize the cost of the HTTP request over more results. Some of the tools internally use a small 

PageSize if all they are interested in is the number of results rather than the results themselves. 

If you are connecting to the EIDR Registry via a proxy server, then additional configuration parameters 

may be necessary: 

• <proxyhost> This is the hostname of the proxy. This should be either an IP address or a domain 

name that is resolvable by the name service running on your machine. 

• <proxyport> This is the port number that the proxy is attached to on the <proxyhost>. 

• <proxyauthuser> The user sent for proxy authentication. Do not use if there is no authentication 

required. 

• <proxyauthpass> The password sent for proxy authentication. Do not use if there is no 

authentication required. 

NOTE: The Java SDK proxy uses the underlying proxy support in the JVM, and as such, any limitations 

in the base JVM proxy support will limit the SDK proxy support. 

The Tools and SDK come with a sample configuration file: Doc/Examples/eidr-config-sample.xml 
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Add your EIDR credentials (party ID, user ID, and password, obtained from EIDR Operations) to the 

sample configuration file and place the file in your home directory as eidr-config.xml 

• Unix: $HOME/eidr-config.xml 

• Windows 7, 8, 10: \Users\[windows-username]\eidr-config.xml 

• Mac: /Users/[mac-username]/eidr-config.xml 

Tools that use API calls that do not require credentials (generally the ones in “Tools that Read the 

Registry”) do not require credentials. For those tools credentials can be left out, but if present they must 

be valid. 

Windows Executables 
The Windows executables should be run from a DOS/Command window or whatever other shell you like 

that can accommodate Windows executables (e.g. the SUA shell). If using the Java SDK tools, the DOS 

window will not show error messages, for some reason having to do with the way MS-DOS handles 

stderr. 

Tools 

The files in the Tools directory are standalone. 

The EIDR Tools for Java on Windows .EXE files were generated by launch4j and are wrapped JAR files, 

which allows them to be executed directly by Windows. The EIDR-SDK-2.6.jar file must be in the same 

directory as the .EXE.  Also, the jaxb JAR files must also be located in the same location as the EIDR-

SDK JAR file.    For other platforms, the files in the Tools directory are small scripts that run the 

appropriate JAR file in the .jars directory. 

The EIDR Tools for Java executables on Unix platforms are case-sensitive. If you do not use the correct 

case on the Macintosh, you may see an error such as: 

Exception in thread "main" java.lang.NoClassDefFoundError … 

The .NET Tools for Windows .EXE files are native .NET applications with a dependency on the .NET 

SDK library, EIDR-SDK.dll. This DLL must be in same directory or in the PATH in order for them to 

execute. 

On all platforms, you should either 1) be in the Tools directory or 2) specify the full path to the Tool or 3) 

have the Tools directory in your PATH in the shell. 

For example: 

 QueryTool --help 

 cd EIDR; cd EIDR-SDK26-Java; Tools/QueryTool --help 

 "Program Files\EIDR\EIDR-SDK20 .NET"\Tools\QueryTool --help 
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General Notes 

Command-line flags (-i, -aoid, --type, etc.) are case insensitive. Generally, controlled or prescribed 

vocabulary in the command line is also case-insensitive. 

No directories are created during tool execution. If a path on the command line is not present, the tool will 

exit with an error message. 

Common Flags 

All tools support the following: 

• -i FILE/--in FILE : Take input from FILE. The interpretation of the contents of FILE varies from 

tool to tool 

• -o FILE / --out FILE : Non-error output is written to FILE. If not present, output is written to the 

console. The format of the output is tool-dependent 

• -c FILE / -- config FILE : Use FILE for configuration information, rather than the default eidr-

config.xml file (for which see above.) 

• --showconfig : give the current connection credentials 

• --version : give the version of the tool 

• -h / --help : print help message describing command-line options 

File Encoding 

Input and output file encodings default to UTF-81. This overrides the platform defaults which are: 

• CP-1252 (known to IANA as “windows-1252”) for Microsoft platforms. This is a superset of 

ISO-8859-1. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows-1252 

• Mac OS Roman (known to IANA as “macintosh”) on the Mac. See 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mac_OS_Roman 

It is best to explicitly save any text files to be used with the EIDR Tools or SDK with an explicit 

encoding, ideally UTF-8. The Windows set is somewhat compatible with UTF-8 for Western European 

languages, the Mac set less so. 

Supported character encoding values are: 

Encoding Description 

US-ASCII Seven-bit ASCII, a.k.a. ISO646-US, a.k.a. the Basic Latin block 

of the Unicode character set 

ISO-8859-1  ISO Latin Alphabet No. 1. This is the official name for ISO-

 
1 UTF is "UCS Transformation Format", and UCS is "Universal Character Set", ISO 10646, which is developed in 

tandem with Unicode. Unicode and UTF can be thought of as equivalent terms, except in some obscure or very 

persnickety circumstances. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Windows-1252
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mac_OS_Roman
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Encoding Description 

LATIN-1 

UTF-8 Eight-bit UTF 

UTF-16BE Sixteen-bit UTF, big-endian byte order 

UTF-16LE Sixteen-bit UTF, little-endian byte order 

UTF-16 Sixteen-bit UTF, byte order identified by an optional byte-order 

mark 

 

If you get a registry error message about “An invalid XML character (Unicode 0x0)...” you are probably 

trying to read a UTF-16 file without having specified -ienc UTF-16. 

If you get an error from a tool saying something like "Content is not allowed in prolog" that usually 

means an XML file has a Byte Order Mark in the first two characters. The current EIDR tools require the 

two BOM characters to be removed. 

ID File Input 

Tools that take a file of IDs as input treat lines that start with // as comments and ignore blank lines. These 

tools are AliasTool, AltIDTool, DeleteTool, FlattenTool, Gchange, GetModBaseTool, GraphTool, 

PromoteTool, RemoveRelTool, ResolveTool, and StatusTool. 

ID Output 

The -id output format supported by most of the Tools produces output that is compatible with the -i 

<inputfile> flag of all the tools that take lists of IDs as their inputs. 

Multiple XML Records 

Some tools generate multiple XML records. These are handled in two different ways in the current 

release. 

QueryTool and ResolveTool wrap the multiple XML elements (for each Full, Simple, DOI, etc. 

resolution) inside an <EIDRToolResults> element. This results in a syntactically legal XML file. The -

raw flag suppresses generation of the enclosing element. 

Other tools that generate multiple XML records may not produce a legal XML file. The output will 

usually be a set of individual XML elements that has to be wrapped up inside an enclosing element, e.g. 

by adding <EIDROutput> as the first line of the file and </EIDROutput> as the last line of the file. 

Query Construction 

The tools that take queries as input (QueryTool, FlattenTool) use these flags and conventions. Please see 

the EIDR Registry User’s Guide for more details on EIDR queries 

• -i FILE, --in FILE : the input file has a well-formed EIDR query. 

• -ascii : turn the query into ASCII(query) 

• -r ID, --root ID : turn the query into a rooted query using ID; only items that match the query and 

are descended from ID will be returned. 
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• -aoid OID, --associatedorgid OID : add a test for the specified AssociatedOrg ID, using AND. 

Only a single such flag is allowed. 

• -aoname NAME --associatedorgname NAME : add test for AssociatedOrg named NAME, using 

AND. Multiple -aoname NAMEs are combined with OR, and the AND is applied to that 

combination. 

• -extendedFamily : Set ExtendedFamily attribute on query submission. If this is set, traversals and 

rooted queries will include "dependents" of descendants as well as the ordinary descendants. 

Descendants of dependents, and dependents of those, and so on, are included. 

At least one of --in, --associatedorgid, or --associatedorgname must be present. 

For example, if FILE contains 

(/FullMetadata/ExtraObjectMetadata/ClipInfo EXISTS) 

The command 

QueryTool -i FILE -r 10.5240/BE8E-B5BA-E323-D321-EFA7-9 

will return all Clips descended from the specified ID. This can be useful if the items being searched for 

have little in the way of common information beyond their shared ancestor. As another example, if FILE 

contains 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ResourceName "Kung Fu") 

then the command 

QueryTool -i FILE -aoname Warner 

will return only Kung Fu titles produced by Warner, which includes the “Kung Fu” and “Kung Fu: The 

Legend Continues” US TV Series, but excludes the “Kung Fu Panda” family, "Kung Fu Dino Posse", and 

most Hong Kong-produced films. 

NOTE: In the current version, the ID from -aoid and the names from -aoname are added as separate 

AND clauses to the underlying query. This is logical, but not always useful. For example, 

-aoid 10.5237/9DD9-E249 -aoname Disney will probably return no records, since the specified 

ID is for MovieLabs. It will return only records for which both MovieLabs and Disney are listed as an 

AssociatedOrg. If you want to find records that are MovieLabs or Disney, use -aoname movielabs -

aoname disney. 

NOTE: Some ill-formed queries currently return 0 results rather than an error. 

Batch Files 

Operations can be sent to the registry as batches. The order of execution within a batch is undefined, so 

you have to be careful when constructing input files where the operations have dependencies on each 

other. All tools that support batch operations use these flags: 
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• -b BOOLEAN/--batch BOOLEAN: set batch mode to BOOLEAN. The default is false, even 

when multiple inputs are provided. 

• -bs INT/--batchsize INT: set size of each batch to INT. If INT is greater than the maximum 

allowed size (currently 100) a warning is printed and the maximum legal value is used instead. 

Default batchsize is 100. 

Here is a general summary. See “Single vs. Multiple Input When Writing to the Registry” for more 

details. 

Option Single Input Multiple Input 

-b false Item submitted in immediate-

response mode 

Each input item is submitted 

singly in immediate-response 

mode 

-b true Item submitted in non-

immediate (async) mode -- in 

other words, as a non-

immediate batch of one. 

The input items are sent as 

non-immediate (async) batches 

based on batchsize. 

 

Deduplication Mode 

Some tools generate Registry requests that interact with the de-duplication system. The de-duplication 

mode can be set for AltIDTool, ApplyModBaseTool, Gchange, PromoteTool, and RegisterTool with this 

flag. When set, this flag forces non-immediate mode. 

• -dd MODE / -dedupmode MODE : MODE is one of normal, manual, accept, or review. Please 

see “Forced Deduplication” in the EIDR Registry Programmer’s Guide for further details. Most 

users will not need to use this flag. 

Single vs. Multiple Input When Writing to the Registry 

Batchable Tools write to the Registry (developers should see “Write Operations” in the EIDR Registry 

Programmer’s Guide). Batchable Tools have three sets of controls: 

• Single input (only one operation is requested) or multiple input (several operations are requested) 

• Batch mode (as many operations sent to the registry at a time as possible) or single mode 

(operations sent one at a time.) See above under “Batch Files” for the standard command-line 

flags for controlling batch mode. 

• Immediate mode (the Registry returns an immediate pass/fail result) or non-immediate mode (the 

Registry may pass some operations for manual review and returns a Token for tracking status; 

this mode is often called “async.”) See the Registry User’s Guide and Registry Programmer’s 

Guide for more details. 
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Multiple input items can be submitted either as batches or one at a time. All batches must be submitted in 

non-immediate mode. Single operations can be made in immediate or non-immediate mode. This table 

summarizes the available options for these tools. 

• NOTE: SFILE is a file with a single “thing” in it and “MFILE” is a file with multiple things in it. 

The “thing” is dependent on the tool. 

• Parameters not related to managing multiple inputs, batches, and immediate mode are not shown. 

Tool Single 

input, 

immediate 

Single input, 

non-

immediate 

Multiple 

input, one at 

a time and 

immediate 

Multiple 

input, batch 

and non-

immediate  

Notes 

AliasTool, 

DeleteTool, 

PromoteTool 

-id ID 

-i SFILE -b 

false 

-id ID -b true 

-i SFILE -b 

true 

-i MFILE -b 

false 

-i MFILE -b 

true 

SFILE contains 

one ID 

MFILE contains 

multiple IDs 

AltIDTool -i SFILE -b 

false 

-i SFILE -b 

true 

-i MFILE -b 

false 

-i MFILE -b 

true 

See AltIDTool for 

file format. SFILE 

contains a single 

line in that 

format, MFILE 

contains multiple. 

ApplyModBaseTool -f SFILE -b 

false 

-f SFILE -b 

true 

-i MFILE -b 

false 

-d DIR -b 

false 

-i MFILE -b 

true 

-d DIR -b 

true 

SFILE must be a 

file of the form 

produced by 

GetModBaseTool. 

MFILE contents 

must be a list of 

filenames of the 

form produced by 

GetModBaseTool. 

DIR must contain 

modfile-list.txt, of 

the same format 

as MFILE 

(above.) 
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Tool Single 

input, 

immediate 

Single input, 

non-

immediate 

Multiple 

input, one at 

a time and 

immediate 

Multiple 

input, batch 

and non-

immediate  

Notes 

Gchange -id ID 

-i SFILE -b 

false 

-id ID -b true 

-i SFILE -b 

true 

-i MFILE -b 

false 

-i MFILE -b 

true 

Specifying de-

duplication (-dd) 

mode forces non-

immediate mode. 

RegisterTool -si -i SFILE -si -i SFILE -

b true 

 

-fi -I MFILE 

-b false 

-bif -i BFILE 

-b false 

-fi -I MFILE 

-b true 

-bif -i BFILE 

-b true 

-si -i SFILE: see 

RegisterTool for 

SFILE format 

-fi -i MFILE: one 

or more filenames 

-bif -i BFILE – 

see RegisterTool 

for Bulk file 

format 

RemoveRelTool -id ID -b 

false 

-id ID -b true -i MFILE -b 

true 

-i MFILE -b 

true 

MFILE contains a 

list of IDs 

AddLWRelTool -s ID -s ID -b true Not available Not available  

 

Logging and Debugging 

Many tools accept these flags. Tools that do not currently support these will be migrated to them in a 

near-future release. See the individual tools for details. 

• --harsh : exit on any error, rather than trying to continue 

• -debug 1 : turn on debugging output, included the contents of Registry requests and responses. 

Other values of this flag are intended for application developers while debugging and testing, and 

are documented in the org.eidr.tools.EidrBaseTool class. 

• -vb LEVEL / -- verbosity LEVEL : Increase or decrease the amount of non-essential output, 

writing to stderr. LEVEL is one of 

o Silent: only generate normal tool output 

o Progress: indicate progress, e.g. by giving the ID of each record processed 

o Chatty: Some intermediate results are displayed 
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o Verbose: any information the tool thought might be even remotely useful is displayed. 

Since the tools are also examples of how to use the SDK, this might be done to show the 

results of a particular API. 

Namespaces 

XML sent to and received from the EIDR Registry uses four namespaces; two more are used in the 

schemas themselves. 

Namespace Usual prefix Notes 

http://www.eidr.org/schema none (default 

namespace) 

eidr: 

Depending on the tool used 

to generate the XML, this 

may end up as the default 

namespace or with the eidr: 

prefix. 

http://www.movielabs.com/schema/md/v2.1/md md: Used for elements defined 

in the Common Metadata 

schema, such as the content 

of Manifestation <Track> 

elements and 

<md:DisplayName> for 

AssociatedOrg. 

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance xsi: Used only for the xsi:type 

attribute of AlternateID 

elements.2  

http://www.doi.org/2010/DOISchema doi: Used in the schemas and in 

DOI-format metadata 

http://www.doi.org/2010/iso3166a2 iso3166a2: This is used only in the 

schemas, not in any XML 

sent or received by the 

registry, 

 

The Registry returns XML with the required namespaces declared, and uses the default namespace (no 

prefix) for the EIDR namespace itself. 

Best practice is to declare the EIDR (as default or eidr: ), Common Metadata (as md: ), and xsi (as xsi: ) 

namespaces on the root element of any XML read by the SDK, e.g., 

 

 
2 See http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/#xsi_type and http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/#no-xsi 

http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/#xsi_type
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/#no-xsi
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<Basic xmlns="http://www.eidr.org/schema" 

xmlns:md="http://www.movielabs.com/schema/md/v2.1/md" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

 

However, fuller declarations are not incorrect. This often occurs with machine-generated XML, for 

example a file produced by XSLT or a database export process, as shown here. 
 

<eidr:BulkIngestFile xmlns:eidr="http://www.eidr.org/schema" 

xmlns:doi="http://www.doi.org/2010/DOISchema" 

xmlns:iso3166a2="http://www.doi.org/2010/iso3166a2" 

xmlns:md="http://www.movielabs.com/schema/md/v2.1/md" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

 

Schema Locations 

The EIDR SDK installation puts the schema in the SOURCE_DIR/schemas/localdev directory. Web-

based schemas can be found at http://www.eidr.org/schema. 

http://www.eidr.org/schema
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2. Tools that Read the Registry 
These are divided into resolution, queries, and traversals. 

Resolution returns information about a particular object. 

A query is a set of constraints based on an object’s properties, such as “ApproximateLength is greater 

than 1 hour” or “ResourceName is exactly 'Citizen Kane.'” Query tools return all objects that meet those 

constraints. 

A traversal finds all objects that have a particular relationship, such as “is child of” or “is ancestor of,” to 

a starting object. 

ResolveTool 

This tool provides resolutions for content IDs (not EIDR Parties, Users, or Video Services). 

For XML output formats (not virtual fields), each result is given as a self-contained XML element. Unless 

-raw is specified, the resulting XML elements are enclosed a <EIDRToolResults> element so the output 

is legal XML. 

Virtual fields are output for each ID as follows if the ID is not aliased. 

ID: id full: full-virtual-field 

ID: id self: self-virtual-field 

The tokens “ID: ”, “full: ”, and “self: ” appear literally in the output. For example: 

ResolveTool -d 10.5240/FB0D-0A93-CAD6-8E8D-80C2-4 -v 

returns: 

ID: 10.5240/FB0D-0A93-CAD6-8E8D-80C2-4 full: Victor Fleming Clark 

Gable Vivien Leigh Gone with the Wind 

ID: 10.5240/FB0D-0A93-CAD6-8E8D-80C2-4 self: Clark Gable Vivien Leigh 

Gone with the Wind Victor Fleming 

 

If the ID is aliased then virtual fields are as below with “ID: “ and “alias:” appearing in the output. 

ID: id alias: target-of-alias 

 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC, --oencoding 

ENC 

Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-a, --all Show all resolution types. 

-v, --virtual Show virtual fields; takes precedence over -a and -t. 
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-t RESTYPE,--type RESTYPE 

 

Format of the query results. RESTYPE is: 

• f | full 

• s | simple 

• doi | doikernel 

• self | selfdefined 

• prov | provenance 

• alternateids | altids 

Defaults to “full”. 

-d ID,--doi ID Resolve the EIDR ID. --in FILE takes precedence. 

-raw Generate results exactly as returned by the Registry, with no 

enclosing element for XML results and no comments from 

input file included in the output. 

 
-ic, --includecomments Include comment lines from the input line as XML comments 

in XML output formats, For virtual field resolution, print the 

comment lines with the output. 

 

Ignored if -raw is set. 

 

QueryTool 

This submits a query (from an input file) to the Registry and returns the results in a variety of formats. It 

uses the query construction arguments described above. 

For XML output formats (not -id or -n) each result is given as a self-contained XML element. Unless -raw 

is specified, the resulting XML elements are enclosed a <EIDRToolResults> element so the output is 

legal XML. 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-n  Returns only the number of results; overrides all other output 

formats. 
-id Returns results as a list of IDs, with no metadata. 

-vb MODE, --verbosity 

MODE 

Print extra progress information to stderr. MODE is Silent | 

Progress | Chatty | Verbose. 

-raw For XML output formats (not -id or -n), each result is 

generated exactly as returned by the Registry, with no 

enclosing element for XML results. 

-aoid AOID,--

associatedorgid AOID 

A query is constructed for all asset with AOID as an 

AssociatedOrg organization ID; additive to input file. See 

section on Query Construction for details. 

-aoname NAME , --

associatedorgname NAME 

Construct the query to add a test for records containing an 

AssociatedOrg with DisplayName of NAME. See section on 

Query Construction for details. 
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-r ID,--root ID Return only query results that are descended from ID. 

-extendedFamily Set ExtendedFamily attribute on query submission 
-ascii Use ASCII only for matching. 

-t RESTYPE, --type RESTYPE Format of the query results. RESTYPE is: 

• f | full 

• s | simple 

• doi | doikernel 

• self | selfdefined 

• alternateids | altids 

• id (same result as -id) 

Defaults to “simple”. 
-q QUERY Query to submit 

 

Query Example 1: 

If the file query-edits.txt contains: 

(/FullMetadata/ExtraObjectMetadata/EditInfo EXISTS) 

then run: 

QueryTool -i query-edits.txt -id -o edits.txt 

to write the list of the IDs of all EIDR records that are Edits to the file edits.txt, which can then be fed to 

other tools. 

Query Example 2: 

To find all the Episodes of a Series with ID as the root Series object create the file query-ep.txt containing 

(/FullMetadata/ExtraObjectMetadata/EpisodeInfo EXISTS) 

and then this 

QueryTool -i query-ep.txt -r ID -t full 

returns the full metadata for all the Episodes of the Series. Concretely, to find all the episodes of “Kung 

Fu Panda: Legends of Awesomeness”: 

QueryTool -i query-ep.txt -r 10.5240/F6C3-8904-A094-7EBC-9B5B-N -t full 

Similarly, 

QueryTool -i query-ep.txt -r ID -n 

will tell you how many Episodes are registered for the Series. This could also be done inline as: 

QueryTool -q "(/FullMetadata/ExtraObjectMetadata/EpisodeInfo EXISTS)" -r ID -n 

Query Example 3: 
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To find all the descendants of ID3 that are Edits, use the query-edits.txt is as above and run: 

QueryTool -i query-edits.txt -r ID 

Example Queries 

Finding Types of Objects 

Find all Series, 1. 

Also works with “Season.” 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ReferentType 

Series) 

Find all Series, 2. 

Also works with SeasonInfo, EpisodeInfo, 

ClipInfo, CompositeInfo, EncodingInfo, 

PackagingInfo, PromotionInfo, 

AlternateContentInfo, 

SupplementalContentInfo. 

(/FullMetadata/ExtraObjectMetadata/SeriesInfo 

EXISTS) 

Find all assets 

This can be used as a statistic or as the basis 

for a simple backup (although doing full 

metadata for it does take hours). 

 

(/FullMetadata EXISTS) 

Find all root objects. 

This is done by checking for the absence of 

any relationship that requires a Parent. 
 

NOT ( 

(/FullMetadata/ExtraObjectMetadata/SeasonInfo 

EXISTS) OR 

(/FullMetadata/ExtraObjectMetadata/EpisodeInfo 

EXISTS) OR 

(/FullMetadata/ExtraObjectMetadata/EditInfo 

EXISTS) OR 

(/FullMetadata/ExtraObjectMetadata/ClipInfo 

EXISTS) OR 

(/FullMetadata/ExtraObjectMetadata/EncodingInfo 

EXISTS)) OR 

(/FullMetadata/ExtraObjectMetadata/ManifestationI

nfo EXISTS)) 

 

 

Styles of Resource Names 

(Recall that resource names do not have stop words filtered, and are not stemmed. See the Registry User’s 

Guide for details.) 

Anything with both Kung and Fu in the 

ResourceName, in any order, e.g.: 

Kung Fu 

Fu Lan and Kung Pao 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ResourceName Kung) 

AND (/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ResourceName Fu) 

Anything with Kung or Fu in the resource 

name, e.g.: 

Fu Manchu 

Kung and the Cobra 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ResourceName Kung Fu)  

 
3 More correctly, “ the descendants of the object whose EIDR ID is ‘ID’” – objects have descendants, IDs don’t. 
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All records with the token sequence 

“Kung Fu” anywhere in the resource 

name, e.g.,: 

Kung Fu Panda 

The Kung Fu Kid 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ResourceName "Kung 

Fu") 

All records where the token sequence of 

the resource name is exactly “Kung Fu,” 

e.g.: 

Kung Fu 

Kung Fu! 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ResourceName IS "Kung 

Fu") 

 

Registrants and AssociatedOrgs 

Find all production records with 

a particular AssociatedOrg. 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/AssociatedOrg@organizationID 

10.52337/ABCD-EF01) 

Find all production records with 

one of two AssociatedOrgs. 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/AssociatedOrg@organizationID 

10.52337/ABCD-EF01) OR 

(FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/AssociatedOrg@organizationID 

10.52337/2345-6789) 

Find records registered by the 

EIDR Operator. 

(/ProvenanceMetadata/Administrators/Registrant IS 

10.5237/superparty) 

Find records not registered by 

the EIDR Operator. 

(/ProvenanceMetadata/Administrators/Registrant ISNOT 

10.5237/superparty) 

 

Looking for Possible Data Quality Problems 
These can all be added to other queries, for example queries by registrant or by date. 

All Items with English title and non-

English original language. 

 

The records may be correct (The 

Hangover was released as Very Bad Trip 

in France) but is quite often not, so it is 

worth investigating, especially for bulk 

ingestion. 
 

Method 1: 
(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ResourceName@lang en) 

AND (/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/OriginalLanguage 

ISNOT en) 

 

Method 2: 
(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ResourceName@lang en) 

AND NOT 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/OriginalLanguage en) 

Find everything from before 1936 that is 

not a Movie. 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ReleaseDate <= 1936) 

 AND (/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ReferentType 

ISNOT Movie) 
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Bad Season End date. 

These can creep in if an export program 

uses a silly default when there is no date 

in the database. 

Change SeasonInfo to SeriesInfo for bad 

Series end dates. 

You can also generate queries like this for 

checking consistency for series, using 

either tools and scripts or the SDK. 

• Do a Full resolution. 

• Extract the end date. 

• Construct the query, using the Series 

as the root of the query. 

(/FullMetadata/ExtraObjectMetadata/SeasonInfo/ 

EndDate > 2012) 

 

Find things with the Superparty as 

AssociatedOrg. Note that EIDR IDs are 

not case sensitive. 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/AssociatedOrg 

@organizationID 10.52337/Superparty) 

Statistics 

(The -n flag in QueryTool is useful here) 

Find all assets modified since... 

Use this for database updates, setting the 

date to be the day before you started the 

last one (to avoid race conditions and time 

zone issues). 

(/ProvenanceMetadata/LastModificationDate >= 2010-

12-31) 

 

Find anything registered in Feb 2011. (/ProvenanceMetadata/CreationDate >= 2011-02-01) 

AND (/ProvenanceMetadata/CreationDate < 2011-03-01) 

Find all assets registered by Registrant 

10.5237/ABCD-EF01 in August 2011. 

(/ProvenanceMetadata/Administrators/Registrant IS 

10.5237/ABCD-EF01) AND 

((/ProvenanceMetadata/CreationDate >= 2011-08-01) 

AND (/ProvenanceMetadata/CreationDate < 2011-09-

01)) 

FlattenTool 

This is a special-purpose query tool for generating information about content records in a format that 

works well with text-based tools, such as Microsoft Excel text import and traditional Linux tools. 

The output is a flat file with a header row followed by a tab-separated representation of the metadata for 

each result. 

The input to the tool is one or more IDs, generated from one of the following: 

• A single ID, specified by the -d ID, --doi ID flag 

• A list of IDs, using “-i FILE -idin” 

• A query constructed from the input file and/or the usual query constructor flags (--aoname, --root, 

-ascii, etc.) 

The tool processes the resulting records either individually or as the roots of trees. These modes are 

mutually exclusive. 
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Flat mode 

The records are treated individually, in one of two modes: 

• -flat all – generates output for every record. 

• -flat roots – generates output only for root items. 

Tree mode 

Each record that is valid for the selected tree mode (see below) is output, and then each of its children 

(subject to tree depth limits, see below) is flattened and treated as the start of a tree, which is processed in 

the same way. This gives a depth-first traversal of the content tree. 

The tree modes are: 

• -tree series – processes only input records that are series. Other records are discarded and not 

output. 

• -tree all – processes any input record that is a root. 

By default, tree traversal goes to every leaf. Traversal can be stopped at a particular kind of record using 

the treedepth flag: 

• --treedepth title – processes only title-level records (Root, Series, Season, and Episode) 

• --treedepth edit – adds Edit records 

• --treedepth clip – adds Clip records 

• --treedepth manifestation – adds Manifestation records (the default.) 

Bulk Mode 

FlattenTool can also provide a flattened version of an EIDR bulk ingest file. In this case, the following 

flags are ignored: 

• flags that are related to query construction, tree traversal, and input format 

• -idin, -ic 

Flags related to output format (hide/show columns, --idout, etc.) are still honored. This mode requires an 

input file and the -bif flag. 

Output format 

There are several flags that control tool output: 

• -idout : only generate the IDs of the content records. This is useful if you want to get a list of a 

tree of records, for example something to use as the basis of a request to be added to a set of 

ACLs or a Gchange operation. 

• -ic : for input files that contain IDs, include comments from the input file in the output stream. 
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• -vb, --verbose : add output describing progress, non-fatal errors, etc. 

• -snf BOOL, --shownumfields BOOL : For each metadata element that can occur a variable 

number of times, include a column showing how many such fields are present in the record. 

Defaults to true. 

• -st BOOL, -showtrack BOOL : if false, do not show the tracks in a manifestation. Default is true. 

• -nf (INT | max), --numfield (INT | max) : maximum number of fields to show for variable 

cardinality elements. Because of severe multiplicative effects in manifestation Track elements, 

should only be used with “-st false” unless the number specified is very small. 

-aoid AOID,--

associatedorgid AOID 

A query is constructed for all asset with AOID as an 

AssociatedOrg organization ID; additive to input file. See 

section on Query Construction for details. 

-aoname NAME, 
--associatedorgname 

NAME 

Construct the query to add a test for records containing an 

AssociatedOrg with DisplayName of NAME. See section on 

Query Construction for details. 

-extendedFamily Set ExtendedFamily attribute on query submission 
-ascii Use ASCII only for matching. 

-o FILE, --out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC, --oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE, --in FILE Set input file name to FILE. 

-ienc ENC, --iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-r ID, --root ID Return only query results that are descended from ID. This still 

requires a query either from stdin or file. 
-idout Generate list of IDs rather than flattened output. 
-idin Input file is a list of IDs. 

 

Query-building flags are ignored. Each ID is handled based on 

all the other flags, as if the content record had been the result 

of a query. 
--hideall Sets all columns to be hidden 
-ic, --includecomments If -idin, include comment lines from input. 
-td STR, --treedepth STR Set tree depth. STR is title | edit | clip| manifestation. 
-tree STR Type of tree. STR is all | series. 
-flat TYPE Type of records to flatten. TYPE is all | roots. 
-snf bool, 

--shownumfields bool 

Include/Exclude count of fields in flattened output. 

-st bool,  

--showtracks bool 

Include/Exclude track information in flattened output. 

-d ID,-id ID,--doi ID ID to lookup. 
-nf STR, --numfields STR Sets value for number of fields to display for fields that can 

occur multiple times. STR is “max” or a number. 
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-from INT, --from INT Start generating output starting with the INTth result of the 

original input (query results or ID list). 

 

This is useful if a query with lots of results fails partway 

through. You can run it again with --from, indicating the last 

successful result in the partial run. 

-to INT, --to INT Stop generating output after the INTth result of the original 

input (query results or ID list). 

 

--to and --from can be used together to chunk output for very 

large results into multiple files. 
--col STR Shows column STR if --hideall is given. Hides column 

otherwise. Values of STR are shown in “Appendix 1: 

FlattenTool Column Names”. 

 

Note that the order of the output is fixed and independent of 

the --col flag. For example, Base Metadata fields appear first. 
--colstart STR Starting column STR to show from. Multiple colstart-colend 

pairs are supported. 
--colend STR Ending column STR to stop before. Multiple colstart-colend 

pairs are supported. 
-tf FILE, --template 

FILE 

Use template file FILE, overrides -from, -to, --col, --colstart,  

--colend, --hideall 
-na MAXALT, --numAltID 

MAXALT 

Max number of AltIDs to display 

-bif Treat input as an EIDR bulk ingest file 

 

Here are some examples if query-kf.txt contains: 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ResourceName "Kung Fu") 

and query-kf-non-series.txt contains: 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ResourceName "Kung Fu") AND NOT 
(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ReferentType Series) 

FlattenTool flags Output 

-i query-kf.txt -flat roots All root records with “Kung Fu” in the title. 

-i query-kf.txt -tree series --treedepth title Trees down to the episode level of all series with “Kung 

Fu” in the series title. 

-i query-kf.txt -flat all All records with “Kung Fu” in the title. 

-i query-kf.txt -tree all --treedepth edit Tree down to edit level of all root records with “kung Fu” 

in the title. 

-i query-kf-no-series.txt -tree all Full trees of only non-Series “Kung Fu” roots 
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FlattenTool flags Output 

-i query-kf-no-series.txt -flat roots Non-Series "Kung Fu" roots 

-tree series --treedepth title -aoid 

10.5237/E1D1-FAC9 

All Series, Seasons and Episodes with the Fox Television 

Network as an AssociatedOrg ID 

 

Use the --hideall flag to hide all columns, and then --col, --colstr, and --colend to selectively enable which 

columns are output. For example, to see only the EIDR ID, AssociatedOrg, and AssociatedOrg@id, for 

root "Kung Fu" objects: 

FlattenTool -i query-kf.txt -flat roots --hideall --col ID --col AO-0 --col AO-

0@orgID --col AO-1 --col AO-1@orgID --col AO-2 --col AO-2@orgID --col AO-2 --

col AO-2@orgID --col AO-3 --col AO-3@orgID --col AO-4 --col AO-4@orgID --col 

AO-5 --col AO-5@orgID 

If you only care about a range of columns, for example the AssociatedOrg fields to use as input to a data 

cleanup process, --colstart and --colend are convenient shorthand: 

FlattenTool -i query-kf.txt -flat roots --hideall --colstart AO-0 --colend 

ReleaseDate 

The --col flag will hide columns if --hideall is not given. For example, if you don't want to see 

StructuralType or Mode in the output: 

FlattenTool -i query-kf.txt -flat roots --col StructuralType --col Mode 

Here is an example of obtaining selected base metadata fields for all types of records: 

flattentool -i co-ids.txt -idin -o co-data.txt -flat all --hideAll --col 

"ResourceName" --col "ID" --col "RefType" --col "OL-0" --col "ReleaseDate" 

Here is an example of obtaining a mix base and extra object metadata fields for Episodes: 

flattentool -i ep-ids.txt -idin -o ep-data.txt -flat all --hideAll --col 

"ResourceName" --col "ID" --col "Ep Parent" --col "DistNum" --col "ReleaseDate" 

NOTE: When you Import the results into Excel, it is important to specify that the input columns are text, 

not numbers, dates, or general (otherwise the display of things that look like long integers can be very 

odd). If Alternate IDs are being presented using scientific notation, AspectRatio and PixelAspect 

elements of video tracks (16:9, etc.) look odd, dates have re-formatted themselves, etc., they are probably 

being interpreted by Excel as being some data type other than what they properly are. 
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PartyTool 

This is a general-purpose tool for finding and resolving Party IDs. 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. 

• For -fc and -bn, FILE must contain a list of EIDR 

Party IDs, one per line. Blank lines and lines staring 

with // are ignored. 

• For -exp, FILE must contain a valid party query 

expression. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-n Only print the number of Parties found. 

-fc STR, --fromcatalog STR FindPartiesFromCatalog. See below for format of STR. 

-bn STR,--byname STR FindPartiesByName. See below for format of STR. 

-ia, --incalt Include AlternateNames in FindPartiesByName search; default 

is to exclude them. 

-dmi, --dontMarkInactive Suppress marking of deprecated Parties. 

 

Unless this flag is used, deprecated parties in -t simple and 

-t flat output are marked as follows (unless -dmi is used): 

• {ID} marks parties that have been deprecated by being 

marked inactive. 

•  [ID] marks parties that have been deprecated by giving 

them only a Reader role 

-t id always returns a plain list of IDs, and -t xml always 

returns the XML from the Registry. 
-exp Do a party query by expression. An input file must be 

specified. --role and --activestate flags are ignored 

(but the same effect can be had by including them as part of the 

query expression.) 

-a ST,--activestate ST ActiveState filter. ST is one of: 

• Active 

• Inactive 

• All 

Defaults to “Active”. 
-ascii Use ASCII only for matching 

-t TYPE,--type TYPE If more than one -t flag is present, the last one is used. Format 

is one of 

• id – returns just the party ID. 

• simple – returns tab-separate id and party display name 

• full – returns XML for a full Resolve() of the party 

• flat – returns tab-separated full Party metadata with all 

alternate party names and roles, but only 1 each of 

alternate email, address, and phone 

Defaults to “id”. 
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-r RL,--role RL Filter by allowed role. RL is one of: 

• ao | AssociatedOrg 

• reg | Registrant 

• ma | MetadataAuthority 

• ea | EncodingAgent 

• r | Reader 

• w | Writer 

• sa | ServiceAdmin 

A Party must have one or more of the specified roles to be 

returned by the query. That is, multiple values are joined with 

OR, not AND. 

 

An empty list (the default) applies no filter. 

 

NOTE: 

• -t flat generates output that can be imported into Microsoft Excel; remember to specify that 

the file is UTF-8 when importing it – Excel sometimes thinks it is ANSI. 

• “True” in the Active field generates the string “Active”; “false” in the Active field produces an 

empty field (not the empty string). 

For -t simple and -t flat, 

• If the ID is in [square brackets], it is for a deprecated party (marked in the registry with only a 

Reader role) and should not be used. 

• If the ID is in {curly braces}, it is for a deprecated party (marked in the registry as Inactive) and 

should not be used. 

If neither -fc nor -bn nor -exp is present, the entire list of parties is returned, subject to any other 

filters that are given. 

For --byname all parties are returned where DisplayName (or AlternatePartyName if -ia is specified) 

contains STR. For example, “Fox” would return the records for Fox Television and 20th Century Fox. 

For --fromcatalog, STR is used this way: 

• The empty string matches all Parties. 

• Lettersequence: returns all parties whose SortName (or DisplayName if there is not 

SortName) starts with the letter sequence. For example “BBC” would return the records for 

BBC, BBC Worldwide, BBC Cymru, BBC Scotland, and BBC America. 

• Lettersequence1-lettersequence2: returns all parties whose SortName (or DisplayName if 

there is not SortName) starts with something between lettersequence1 and lettersequence2, 

inclusive. If lettersequence2 is not lexically greater than lettersequence1, all items from 

lettersequence1 though the end of the sorted list of Parties are returned. For instance, “A-B” 

returns all Parties whose names start with A or B. 
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The query specified for -exp uses the same general query syntax as asset queries. The supported fields 

are: 

/Party/ID 

/Party/PartyName/DisplayName 

/Party/PartyName/SortName 

/Party/PartyName@organizationID 

/Party/AlternatePartyName 

/Party/ContactInfo/Name 

/Party/ContactInfo/PrimaryEmail 

/Party/ContactInfo/AlternateEmail 

/Party/ContactInfo/Address 

/Party/ContactInfo/Phone 

/Party/ContactInfo/Phone@type 

/Party/Active 

/Party/PartyAccountName 

/Party/AllowedRoles 

 For example, this query finds parties that have either “hollywood” or “time” in the DisplayName: 

(/Party/PartyName/DisplayName hollywood) OR 

(/Party/PartyName/DisplayName time) 

GraphTool 
Usage: GraphTool [ options ] 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. FILE must contain a list of EIDR 

IDs, one per line. Blank lines and lines starting with // are 

ignored. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-a, --all Show all traversal types; overrides. 

-t TYPE,--type TYPE Traversal type. TYPE is: 

• fa | findancestors 

• fd | finddescendants 

• gd | getdependents | getdependants 

• gsa | getseries | getseriesancestry 

• glr | getlightweight | getlightweightrelationships 

• gra | getremotestancestor 

• gld | getleafdescendants | getleaf 

• gp | getparent 

• gc | getchildren 

Multiple --type fields can be provided. 

-doi ID EIDR ID to operate on. 

-id, --idsonly IDs only to the output stream. 
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At least one of -doi and -i/--in must be provided. If both are provided, input is taken from the file. 

Sometimes a graph traversal may be the easiest way to find objects, rather than using a query. For 

example, if a root object has children of multiple types (for example Edits and Encodings), it is easier to 

use: 

GraphTool -id -t gc -doi ID 

than it is to construct an appropriate query file for the rooted query (see above under QueryTool). 

NOTE: 

• Most of the graph traversal calls return an indication of how far away (above or below) from the 

original item the result is as well as SimpleMetadata. 

• GetSeriesAncestry returns a more complex structure. The general rule is that it returns as much as 

possible of the ancestral series tree. 

 

Command 

Return Values For.... 

Root Node Internal Node Leaf node 

Find Ancestors 0 items 1 or more items, with 

generations above 

1 or more items, with generations above 

GetRemotestAncestor self, 

GenerationsAbove=0 

1 item, with 

generations above 

1 item, with generations above 

Find Descendants 1 or more items, with 

generations below 

1 or more items, with 

generations below 

0 items 

GetLeaf Descendants 1 or more items, with 

generations below 

1 or more items, with 

generations below 

self, generationsBelow=0 

GetLightweightRelationships 0 or more items 0 or more items 0 or more items 

GetDependents 0 or more items 0 or more items 0 or more items 

GetChildren 1 or more items 1 or more items “no children” error 

GetParent “no parent” error 1 item 1 item 

GetSeriesAncestry Series: 

<Origin> is the series 

itself; no other nodes 

 

Season: 

<Origin> is the 

season; 

<SeriesBasicData> is 

the series 

 

Other internal 

node(e.g. Edit with 

children): 

<Origin> is the 

object itself 

Episode: 

<Origin> is the episodes; 

<SeriesBasicData> and (if these is a 

season) <SeasonBasicData> are its 

ancestors 

 

Child of an episode (e.g. an Edit or 

Encoding): 

<Origin> is the item itself; 

<SeriesBasicData>, <SeasonBasicData>, 

and <EpisodeBasicData> are filled in 

 

Other leaf node: 

<Origin> is the item itself 
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StatusTool 

StatusTool returns status information about operations that write to the Registry. Various tools generate 

status tokens that can be used by StatusTool (for example, AltIDTool and RegisterTool). See “Write 

Operations: Tokens” and “Appendix: Token Use Examples” in the EIDR Registry Programmer’s Guide 

for information on the EIDR token system. 

Usage: StatusTool [ options ] 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. FILE must contain a list of token 

IDs, one per line. Blank lines are ignored. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-n Returns the number of tokens. Note that any -t will be ignored. 

-a ARG, --arg ARG Simple status lookup for a token ID of ARG. 

-u USER, --user USER Looks up tokens for a user ID of USER. 

-r REG, --reg REG Looks up tokens for a Registrant Party ID of REG. 

-bt BTYPE, --batchtype BTYPE Batch handling with operation TYPE, where BTYPE is one of 

op | operations | batch | both. 

 

This flag must be specified. 

-t TYPE, --type TYPE Return detail TYPE, where TYPE is:  

• tok (only Token numbers; default) 

• short (Token, Status Code, Status Type, Details, Status 

ID – tab separated) 

• xml 

• flat (full info in flattened format) 

-sys Append system-generated token value at end of output line for 

-t tok and -t short. This provides a translation from user-

provided tokens to the equivalent system-generated tokens. 

-after DT Sets the “after” filter in the request to DT. DT in form YYYY-

MM-DD. 

-from DT1 -to DT2 Sets From/To fields in request. DT1/DT2 is in YYYY-MM-

DD. 

-s ST, --status ST sets Status field. ST is s | success | d | duplicate | p | pending | a 

| authorization error | v | validation error | o | other error | r | 

rejected. 

 

You must provide either -a/--arg, -i/--in, -r/--reg, or -u/--user. 

This table summarizes the behavior of the -bt flag. For “-t short”, which is generally the most useful 

format for initial inspection of results, each token is followed by tab-separated status fields. For “-t tok” 

only tokens are displayed. 
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Token Type -bt op -bt batch -bt both 

Registry operation 

token 

Registry operation token 

value 

No output Registry operation token 

value 

User-defined operation 

token 

User-defined operation 

token value 

No output User-defined operation 

token value 

Registry batch token Registry operation 

tokens from that batch, 

one per line 

Registry batch token 

value 

Registry batch token 

value, followed by 

Registry operation tokens 

from that batch, one per 

line 

User-defined batch 

token 

Registry operation 

tokens from that batch, 

one per line 

User-defined batch 

token value 

User-defined token value, 

followed by Registry 

operation tokens from 

that batch, one per line 

For example, if USERBATCHTOK0 is a user-defined batch token, 

StatusTool -a USERBATCHTOK0 -t tok -bt op 

will generate a list of all the request tokens associated with that batch. If “file.txt” contains  

BFI-CID-Priref-150345266 

BFI-CID-Priref-150346295 

BFI-CID-Priref-150348012 

then  

StatusTool -i file.txt -t tok -bt both -sys  

will return something like 

BFI-CID-Priref-150345266 1403794503045017260 

BFI-CID-Priref-150346295 1403794503048017261 

BFI-CID-Priref-150348012 1403794503050017262 

See “Example Workflow for Match/Register” for another example. 
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AltIDtoEIDR 

In its default mode, this tool takes a file of Alternate IDs and finds the associated EIDR records. Output 

fields are tab-separated, and each row contains: 

AltID EIDR ID [Optional EIDR ResourceName] 

If -labels is specified, the tool takes a file with each tab-separated row containing an arbitrary label and an 

alternate ID. Output is of the form 

Label AltID EIDR ID [Optional EIDR ResourceName] 

The second form is useful if the IDs are extracted from a data file and the results will be written back to 

the file; the labels make it easy to programmatically add any found EIDR IDs back into the file in the 

right place. This can arise if initial bulk matching data is from a spreadsheet. For example, this input file 

was extracted using two columns from a spreadsheet: 

479 

480 

481     0000-0000-39C7-0000-P-0000-0000-0 

482 

483 

484     0000-0000-5369-0000-4-0000-0000-P 

 

Running with “-labels -all -mt 1” the result is as follows, since a single thread will evaluate each item in 

order. 

479 

480 

481     0000-0000-39C7-0000-P-0000-0000-0 

482 

483 

484     0000-0000-5369-0000-4-0000-0000-P       10.5240/AC12-3191-6D59-8CC9-60B2-5       Gas Food Lodging 

 

Running with “-labels -all -mt 4” the result is something like this, and the results can be sorted or 

otherwise acted on using the label; without the label, the results have to be managed based on the ID, 

which is often less convenient.  

479  

480  

483  

482  

481 0000-0000-39C7-0000-P-0000-0000-0 

484 0000-0000-5369-0000-4-0000-0000-P 10.5240/AC12-3191-6D59-8CC9-60B2-5  Gas Food Lodging 

 

Usage: AltIDtoEIDR [ options ] 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. FILE must contain a list of 

Alternate IDs, one per line. Blank lines are ignored. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 
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-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-all Include Alt IDs that were not found in EIDR in the output file. 

These are excluded by default. 

-names Include the ResourceName of found EIDR records as the last 

element in the output line. 

-labels Input file is two tab-separated columns: arbitrary label and the 

alternate ID 

-dom DOMAIN,  

--domain DOMAIN 

The domain of the Alternate ID must match (as well as the ID). 

Use this or --type. 

-t TYPE, --type TYPE The Type of the Alternate ID must match (as well as the ID). 

Use this or --domain. 

-mt INT Maximum number of threads to use when running the 

application. Default is 8, max is 32. 

-rel/--relationships Include the alternate ID’s relationship attribute in a final 

column of the output; if there is no relationship, the line ends 

with a \t (tab) character to indicate the blank field.  

 

Use of the -dom DOMAIN or -t TYPE option is strongly recommended, especially if the alternate IDs are 

unstructured strings or simple numbers. For example, “70” and “55900” are both found as an IVA 

Alternate ID and thrice as Proprietary IDs. 
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3. Creating and Modifying Content Records 
Registering and modifying content records requires some understanding of the format of the XML. Some 

examples are given here, but there are more examples in the installation package. 

The file format used by RegisterTool (and MatchTool) is a cut-down version of the XML described in the 

REST API, with the outermost <Create type="CreateXXX"> element removed. For example, a Basic 

object is described with 

<Basic xmlns="http://www.eidr.org/schema" 

xmlns:md="http://www.movielabs.com/schema/md/v2.1/md" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">  

    <BaseObjectData> 

        … 

    </BaseObjectData> 

</Basic> 

An Episode is described with the following, and so on for the other object types/. 

<Episode xmlns="http://www.eidr.org/schema" 

xmlns:md="http://www.movielabs.com/schema/md/v2.1/md" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

    <BaseObjectData> 

        … 

    </BaseObjectData> 

    <ExtraObjectMetadata> 

        <EpisodeInfo> 

            … 

        </EpisodeInfo> 

    </ExtraObjectMetadata> 

</Episode> 

 

RegisterTool 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. Unless -fi is specified, contains the 

registration data for a single item. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-b BOOL, --batch BOOL Set request type. Choices are: 

• t | true (async/non-immediate) 

• f | false (immediate) 

 

Defaults to “false”. 

-bs NUM, --batchsize NUM Maximum number to submit as batch. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-vb MODE, 

--verbosity MODE 

Print extra progress information to stderr. MODE is Silent | 

Progress | Chatty | Verbose. 

-si, --singleinput File specified by -i contains the registration XML for a single 

EIDR creation type. This is done with immediate pass/fail. 
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-fi, --fileinput File specified by -i has a list of filenames, each of which 

contains the XML for a single EIDR creation type. The files are 

divided into as many batches as necessary. Each batch is done 

asynchronously. 

-bif, --bulkingestfile Input file contains an EIDR bulk ingest file, as described in 

bulk.xsd. Output that would include a filename instead includes 

a LocalID value from the bulk file. All other behavior is as for a 

set of single files. 

-u, --useobjects Test the SDK object-based creation interface, rather than the 

XML-based interface. 

-dd MODE,  

--dedupmode MODE 

Set dedupMode attribute to MODE in request. Mode is one of 

Normal | Manual | Accept | Review. 

 

Not used in immediate mode. 

-rt REQ_TOK, --reqtoken 

REQ_TOK 

Use REQ_TOKEN as the base of a user token for the request. 

For batch requests the token is of the form REQ_TOKEN0 for 

the first batch, REQ_TOKEN1 for the second batch, etc. 

 

For immediate requests, it is REQ_TOKEN. 

-ot OP_TOK, --optoken OP_TOK Use OP_TOKEN as base for operation tokens: 

For multiple input files or bulk file, the tokens are 

OP_TOKEN0, OP_TOKEN1, etc. 

 

For a single input file, the token is OP_TOKEN. 

-bot FILE, --bulkoptokens FILE Use id from bulk file (excluding the LOCAL: prefix) as the 

opToken for each item and write the tokens to FILE. Overrides 

-ot, ignored if -bif not present. 

 

When the -ot flag is used, an application or script can algorithmically generate tokens for use with 

StatusTool or another dedicated application. When using the -bot flag, the contents of the token file can 

be used by an application or as input to StatusTool. 

A batch registration can only contain items that do not depend on each other, since the order of batch 

execution is undefined. For example, if you are creating a series and its episodes, create the Series first, 

after which you can create the Episodes in a batch. 

NOTE 1: If a batch registration contains an error the entire batch is rejected and RegisterTool terminates. 

NOTE 2: If RegisterTool is run in batch mode, the tokens for the individual batches are included in the 

output as RequestStatus token: BATCHTOKEN – e.g. RequestStatus token: 

1456914666740283235. You can look up these tokens with StatusTool or through the EIDR UI. 

Examples 

Note that you will have to include more namespace declarations if you use AlternateIDs or anything from 

the md: namespace (such as the innards of the Actor and Director elements). 

Here is the creation XML for a base Movie. If you use it as a sample, you will have to set the Registrant 

field appropriately. 
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<Basic xmlns="http://www.eidr.org/schema" 

xmlns:md="http://www.movielabs.com/schema/md/v2.1/md" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

 <BaseObjectData> 

  <StructuralType>Abstraction</StructuralType> 

  <Mode>AudioVisual</Mode> 

  <ReferentType>Movie</ReferentType> 

  <ResourceName lang="en" titleClass="release">Adventures in Colossal 

Cave</ResourceName> 

  <AlternateResourceName lang="en" titleClass="working">Expedition to Ginormous 

Cave</AlternateResourceName> 

  <OriginalLanguage mode="Audio" type="primary">en</OriginalLanguage> 

  <OriginalLanguage mode="Audio" type="primary">cy</OriginalLanguage> 

  <AssociatedOrg idType="EIDRPartyID" organizationID="10.5237/D82F-F97F" 

role="distributor"/> 

  <AssociatedOrg role="producer"> 

   <md:DisplayName>Colossal Cave Productions</md:DisplayName> 

  </AssociatedOrg> 

  <ReleaseDate>2010-12-31</ReleaseDate> 

  <CountryOfOrigin>GB</CountryOfOrigin> 

  <Status>valid</Status> 

  <ApproximateLength>PT2H00M</ApproximateLength> 

  <AlternateID xsi:type = "Proprietary" domain="movielabs.org/1" 

relation="IsSameAs">02134</AlternateID> 

  <Administrators> 

   <Registrant>10.5237/9DD9-E249</Registrant> 

  </Administrators> 

  <Credits> 

   <Director> 

    <md:DisplayName>Ignatius Donnelly</md:DisplayName> 

   </Director> 

   <Actor> 

    <md:DisplayName>Delia Bacon</md:DisplayName> 

   </Actor> 

  </Credits> 

  <Description lang="en-US">EIDR test movie 1</Description> 

 </BaseObjectData> 

</Basic>  

To register this record in immediate mode, run the following: 

RegisterTool -i movie-sample.xml -b false 

 

The output if successful would be like this: 

Status: success 

new ID: 10.5240/F8E9-042B-7E4B-52B2-BC08-G 

Here is the creation XML for an Edit of that Movie. If you use it, you will have to adjust the Registrant 

and Parent ID appropriately. 

<Edit xmlns="http://www.eidr.org/schema" 

xmlns:md="http://www.movielabs.com/schema/md/v2.1/md" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

    <BaseObjectData> 

        <StructuralType>Performance</StructuralType> 
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        <ReferentType>Movie</ReferentType> 

        <AssociatedOrg role="producer"> 

            <md:DisplayName>Colossal Cave Productions</md:DisplayName> 

        </AssociatedOrg> 

        <ReleaseDate>2010-12-31</ReleaseDate> 

        <Status>valid</Status> 

        <ApproximateLength>PT2H18M</ApproximateLength> 

        <Administrators> 

            <Registrant>10.5237/9DD9-E249</Registrant> 

        </Administrators> 

        <Description lang="en">Test edit 1</Description> 

    </BaseObjectData> 

    <ExtraObjectMetadata> 

        <EditInfo> 

            <Parent>10.5240/E7F7-7058-35E1-D118-8466-B</Parent> 

            <EditUse>Theatrical</EditUse> 

            <EditClass>Original</EditClass> 

            <MadeForRegion>Domestic</MadeForRegion> 

            <MadeForRegion>International</MadeForRegion> 

            <EditDetails domain="ccp.co.uk">initial theatrical</EditDetails> 

            <ColorType>color</ColorType> 

            <ThreeD>false</ThreeD> 

        </EditInfo> 

    </ExtraObjectMetadata> 

</Edit> 

 

And here is a Series: 

<Series xmlns="http://www.eidr.org/schema" 

xmlns:md="http://www.movielabs.com/schema/md/v2.1/md" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

 <BaseObjectData> 

  <StructuralType>Abstraction</StructuralType> 

  <Mode>AudioVisual</Mode> 

  <ReferentType>Series</ReferentType> 

  <ResourceName lang="en" titleClass="release">How She Changed Us</ResourceName> 

  <AlternateResourceName lang="en" titleClass="working">Britain and The Iron 

Lady</AlternateResourceName> 

  <OriginalLanguage mode="Audio" type="primary">en</OriginalLanguage> 

  <AssociatedOrg idType="EIDRPartyID" organizationID="10.5237/7FA4-C443" 

role="producer"/> 

  <ReleaseDate>2010</ReleaseDate> 

  <CountryOfOrigin>GB</CountryOfOrigin> 

  <Status>valid</Status> 

  <ApproximateLength>PT45M</ApproximateLength> 

  <Administrators> 

   <Registrant>10.5237/9DD9-E249</Registrant> 

  </Administrators> 

  <Credits> 

   <Director> 

    <md:DisplayName>Richard Cooke</md:DisplayName> 

   </Director> 

   <Actor> 

    <md:DisplayName>Alistair Attenborough</md:DisplayName> 

   </Actor> 
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   /Credits> 

 </BaseObjectData> 

 <ExtraObjectMetadata> 

  <SeriesInfo> 

   <EndDate>2010</EndDate> 

   <SeriesClass>Anthology</SeriesClass> 

   </SeriesInfo> 

 </ExtraObjectMetadata> 

</Series> 

 

And here is a bulk file with two items. This file was generated programmatically from a set of ISAN 

records. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<eidr:BulkIngestFile xmlns:eidr="http://www.eidr.org/schema" 

xmlns:doi="http://www.doi.org/2010/DOISchema" 

xmlns:iso3166a2="http://www.doi.org/2010/iso3166a2" 

xmlns:md="http://www.movielabs.com/schema/md/v2.1/md" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

  <eidr:Filename>/temp/bulk-jan13.xml</eidr:Filename> 

  <eidr:Registrant>10.5237/9DD9-E249</eidr:Registrant> 

  <eidr:NumItems>3</eidr:NumItems> 

  <eidr:Item> 

    <eidr:LocalID>LOCAL:1/9725/0003#001</eidr:LocalID> 

    <eidr:CreateBasic> 

      <eidr:BaseObjectData> 

        <eidr:StructuralType>Abstraction</eidr:StructuralType> 

        <eidr:Mode>AudioVisual</eidr:Mode> 

        <eidr:ReferentType>TV</eidr:ReferentType> 

        <eidr:ResourceName lang="en" titleClass="release">2012: A Funny Old 

Year</eidr:ResourceName> 

        <eidr:OriginalLanguage mode="Audio" type="primary">en</eidr:OriginalLanguage> 

        <eidr:AssociatedOrg role="producer"> 

          <md:DisplayName>ITV Studios Limited</md:DisplayName> 

        </eidr:AssociatedOrg> 

        <eidr:ReleaseDate>2010</eidr:ReleaseDate> 

        <eidr:CountryOfOrigin>GB</eidr:CountryOfOrigin> 

        <eidr:Status>valid</eidr:Status> 

        <eidr:ApproximateLength>PT2778S</eidr:ApproximateLength> 

        <eidr:AlternateID domain="itv.com" relation="IsSameAs" 

xsi:type="eidr:Proprietary">1/9725/0003#001</eidr:AlternateID> 

        <eidr:AlternateID relation="IsSameAs" xsi:type="eidr:ISAN">0000-0003-6A85-

0000-5-0000-0000-M</eidr:AlternateID> 

        <eidr:Administrators> 

          <eidr:Registrant>10.5237/9DD9-E249</eidr:Registrant> 

        </eidr:Administrators> 

        <eidr:Credits> 

          <eidr:Actor> 

            <md:DisplayName>Jason Manford</md:DisplayName> 

          </eidr:Actor> 

        </eidr:Credits> 

        <eidr:RegistrantExtra>WT:TE;WK:L;CK:COLOR;CoO:fromAO</eidr:RegistrantExtra> 

      </eidr:BaseObjectData> 

    </eidr:CreateBasic> 

  </eidr:Item> 
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  <eidr:Item> 

    <eidr:LocalID>LOCAL:ROH0975/0001</eidr:LocalID> 

    <eidr:CreateBasic> 

      <eidr:BaseObjectData> 

        <eidr:StructuralType>Abstraction</eidr:StructuralType> 

        <eidr:Mode>AudioVisual</eidr:Mode> 

        <eidr:ReferentType>TV</eidr:ReferentType> 

        <eidr:ResourceName lang="en" titleClass="release">Grand Slam 

Opera</eidr:ResourceName> 

        <eidr:OriginalLanguage mode="Audio" type="primary">en</eidr:OriginalLanguage> 

        <eidr:AssociatedOrg role="producer"> 

          <md:DisplayName>EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION OF AMERICA</md:DisplayName> 

        </eidr:AssociatedOrg> 

        <eidr:ReleaseDate>1936</eidr:ReleaseDate> 

        <eidr:CountryOfOrigin>US</eidr:CountryOfOrigin> 

        <eidr:Status>valid</eidr:Status> 

        <eidr:ApproximateLength>PT1200S</eidr:ApproximateLength> 

        <eidr:AlternateID domain="itv.com" relation="IsSameAs" 

xsi:type="eidr:Proprietary">ROH0975/0001</eidr:AlternateID> 

        <eidr:AlternateID relation="IsSameAs" xsi:type="eidr:ISAN">0000-0003-6A86-

0000-A-0000-0000-7</eidr:AlternateID> 

        <eidr:Administrators> 

          <eidr:Registrant>10.5237/9DD9-E249</eidr:Registrant> 

        </eidr:Administrators> 

        <eidr:Credits> 

          <eidr:Director> 

            <md:DisplayName>Charles Lamont</md:DisplayName> 

          </eidr:Director> 

          <eidr:Actor> 

            <md:DisplayName>Buster Keaton</md:DisplayName> 

          </eidr:Actor> 

          <eidr:Actor> 

            <md:DisplayName>Diana Lewis</md:DisplayName> 

          </eidr:Actor> 

          <eidr:Actor> 

            <md:DisplayName>Harold Goodwin</md:DisplayName> 

          </eidr:Actor> 

        </eidr:Credits> 

        <eidr:RegistrantExtra>WT:TE;WK:L;CK:COLOR;CoO:fromAO</eidr:RegistrantExtra> 

      </eidr:BaseObjectData> 

    </eidr:CreateBasic> 

  </eidr:Item>  

</eidr:BulkIngestFile> 

 

After running this command line with the above file: 

 

RegisterTool -i bulk-sample.xml -bif -o bulk-log.txt -bot bulk-tok.txt -b true 

 

The bulk-log.txt file will contain the usual tool output and bulk-tok.txt will contain: 
1/9725/0003#001 

ROH0975/0001 
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The status of the registration can be monitored with StatusTool. For example: 

 
StatusTool -i bulk-tok.txt -t short -bt op 
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GetModBaseTool/ApplyModBaseTool 
These two tools work as a pair: 

• GetModBaseTool gets the modification base of a specified type for each ID, and writes out an 

index file and each modification base as its own file. The file format is similar to the RegisterTool 

registration file format, e.g., 

<Series xmlns="http://www.eidr.org/schema" 

xmlns:md="http://www.movielabs.com/schema/md/v2.1/md" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

    <BaseObjectData> 

        … 

    </BaseObjectData> 

    <ExtraObjectMetadata> 

        <SeriesInfo> 

            … 

        </SeriesInfo> 

    </ExtraObjectMetadata> 

</Series> 

 

• ApplyModBaseTool submits either a single modification base file or all the files in the index file 

of a specified directory. 

Get 

Usage: GetModBaseTool [ options ] 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. FILE must contain a list of EIDR 

IDs, one per line. Blank lines and lines starting with // are 

ignored. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-vb MODE Print extra progress information to stderr. MODE is Silent | 

Progress | Chatty | Verbose. 

-d DIR, --directory DIR Directory in which to put the resulting files; Overrides -o. 

Defaults to current directory. 

-id ID ID of which to GET modification base. Overrides -i file. 
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-t T, --type T T is the type of modification base to get. One of: 

• Basic 

• Series 

• Episode 

• Season 

• Edit 

• Clip 

• Composite 

• Compilation 

• Manifestation 

• Interactive 

Defaults to “Basic.” 

 

The generated filenames are of the form DOISUFFIX4+ModBase.xml and are kept in the file modfile-

list.txt in the directory specified with the -d flag. The path from -dir is NOT included in the filename. The 

file format is identical to the RegisterTool registration file format. 

NOTE: Using -i FILE/--in FILE requires the use -d DIR. If -id ID is used, -d DIR is optional; if present, 

the single modification file and index will be written to DIR, otherwise the single modification file will be 

written to the output stream. 

“ModBase” is the modification base specified in the schema, not the one from the command line, i.e. 

CreateBasic, CreateSeason, CreateSeries, CreateEncoding, etc., so a generated file for this simple 

command: 

GetModBaseTool -t Episode -id 10.5240/F6B8-3FDE-5798-5157-3AC8-W 

 

would be named F6B8-3FDE-5798-5157-3AC8-W+CreateEpisode.xml and contain: 

<Episode xmlns="http://www.eidr.org/schema" 

xmlns:md="http://www.movielabs.com/schema/md/v2.1/md" 

xmlns:doi="http://www.doi.org/2010/DOISchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

    <BaseObjectData> 

        <StructuralType>Abstraction</StructuralType> 

        <ReferentType>TV</ReferentType> 

        <ResourceName lang="en">Class Divisions</ResourceName> 

        <OriginalLanguage type="primary" mode="Audio">en</OriginalLanguage> 

        <AssociatedOrg role="producer" idType="EIDRPartyID" 

organizationID="10.5237/7FA4-C443"> 

            <md:DisplayName>Zyzzyx, L.L.C.</md:DisplayName> 

        </AssociatedOrg> 

        <ReleaseDate>2010</ReleaseDate> 

        <CountryOfOrigin>GB</CountryOfOrigin> 

        <Status>valid</Status> 

        <Administrators> 

            <Registrant>10.5237/9DD9-E249</Registrant> 

        </Administrators> 

 
4 The part of the EIDR ID after the '10.5240/' prefix. 
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    </BaseObjectData> 

    <ExtraObjectMetadata> 

        <EpisodeInfo> 

            <Parent>10.5240/87E1-B225-5E84-F14B-3FDB-F</Parent> 

            <SequenceInfo> 

                <md:HouseSequence 

domain="movielabs.com/samples">Maggie8</md:HouseSequence> 

            </SequenceInfo> 

            <EpisodeClass>Standalone</EpisodeClass> 

        </EpisodeInfo> 

    </ExtraObjectMetadata> 

</Episode>  

Apply 

Usage: ApplyModBaseTool [ options ] 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. FILE must contain a list of 

filenames like those generated by GetModBaseTool. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-b BOOL, --batch BOOL Set request type Choices are: 

• t | true (async/non-immediate) 

• f | false (immediate) 

 

Defaults to “false”. 

-bs NUM, --batchsize NUM Maximum number to submit as batch. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-f FILE FILE is a single file to submit. 

-d DIR Read filenames from DIR/modfile-list.txt.  

-dd MODE, -dedupmode MODE Set dedupMode attribute to MODE in request. MODE is one of 

Normal | Manual | Accept | Review. Applies only to batch 

mode. 

 

NOTES: 

• Filenames must be of the form used by GetModBaseTool: idsuffix+op.xml where op the type of 

modification base. 

• If the -d flag is used to point at modfile-list.txt, the files in modfile-list.txt are taken from the 

same directory and should not have a path prefix. 

• If -i is used with an explicit path and filename to find a file list, the filenames in the file list 

should have paths in them. 

Example 

Suppose you want to modify the metadata of all series that have “Kung Fu” in the title. If query-kf-

series.txt contains: 
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(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ResourceName "Kung Fu") AND 

(/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ReferentType Series) 

then running QueryTool -i kf-query-series.txt -id -o kf-series.txt leaves kf-series.txt containing: 

10.5240/B5AD-37FF-088B-35BC-6A03-L 

10.5240/F54D-6303-5CF0-41FD-7C5C-7 

10.5240/5D71-B471-9C5B-4F88-DE11-0 

10.5240/F6C3-8904-A094-7EBC-9B5B-N 

Running GetModBaseTool -i kf-series.txt -d /temp/modbases results in five files: modbases.txt and four 

modification base files. 

/temp/modbases/modfile-list.txt contains: 

B5AD-37FF-088B-35BC-6A03-L+CreateSeries.xml 

F54D-6303-5CF0-41FD-7C5C-7+CreateSeries.xml 

5D71-B471-9C5B-4F88-DE11-0+CreateSeries.xml 

F6C3-8904-A094-7EBC-9B5B-N+CreateSeries.xml 

/temp/modbases/5D71-B471-9C5B-4F88-DE11-0+CreateSeries.xml contains: 

<Series xmlns="http://www.eidr.org/schema" 

xmlns:md="http://www.movielabs.com/schema/md/v2.1/md" 

xmlns:doi="http://www.doi.org/2010/DOISchema" 

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"> 

    <BaseObjectData> 

        <StructuralType>Abstraction</StructuralType> 

        <Mode>AudioVisual</Mode> 

        <ReferentType>Series</ReferentType> 

        <ResourceName lang="en">Kung Fu Dino Posse</ResourceName> 

        <OriginalLanguage type="primary" mode="Audio">en</OriginalLanguage> 

        <AssociatedOrg role="producer" idType="EIDRPartyID" 

organizationID="10.5237/DE6F-9892"> 

            <md:DisplayName>cookie jar entertainment</md:DisplayName> 

        </AssociatedOrg> 

        <AssociatedOrg role="producer" idType="EIDRPartyID" 

organizationID="10.5237/1355-C94D"> 

            <md:DisplayName>sunwoo animation</md:DisplayName> 

        </AssociatedOrg> 

        <ReleaseDate>2009</ReleaseDate> 

        <CountryOfOrigin>CA</CountryOfOrigin> 

        <Status>valid</Status> 

        <ApproximateLength>PT30M</ApproximateLength> 

        <Administrators> 

            <Registrant>10.5237/superparty</Registrant> 

        </Administrators> 

    </BaseObjectData> 

    <ExtraObjectMetadata> 

        <SeriesInfo> 

            <NumberRequired>true</NumberRequired> 

        </SeriesInfo> 

    </ExtraObjectMetadata> 
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</Series> 

The other modification base files are similar. You can then edit the XML files and run 

ApplyModBaseTool -d /temp/modbases to apply all the changes, or ApplyModBaseTool -f F6C3-8904-

A094-7EBC-9B5B-N+CreateSeries.xml (for example) to apply just one of the changes. 

It is possible to write various scripts to do the modifications; you can also use XSLT or a bulk XML tool 

like xmlstarlet. 

Notes 

GetModBaseTool only generates UTF-8 output. 

You must have write permission on an object to get its modification base. 

AltIDTool 

This tool adds and removes alternate IDs in EIDR content records. Remember that you must have write 

permission to be able to modify an object, and manipulating alternate IDs is a specialized form of 

modification. 

Usage: AltIDTool [ options ] 

-o FILE,--out FILE See notes 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Ignored in the current version. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. See below for a description of 

FILE. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-b BOOL, --batch BOOL Set request type. Choices are: 

• t | true (async/non-immediate) 

• f | false (immediate) 

 

Defaults to “false”. 

-bs NUM, --batchsize NUM Maximum number to submit as batch. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-vb MODE, --verbosity MODE Print extra progress information to stderr. MODE is Silent | 

Progress | Chatty | Verbose. 

-m Allow multiple altIDs of the same type on an object. See Note 

3 for details. This is the default. 

-s Replace any existing alternate IDs of the specified type with 

the single new one. See Note 3 for details. 

-dd MODE, -dedupmode MODE Set dedupMode attribute to MODE in request. Mode is one of 

Normal, Manual, Accept or Review. Applies only in batch 

mode. 

-cs BOOL, --caseSensitive BOOL Set case sensitivity to use when comparing new and existing 

Alternate IDs for equality. See Note 5 below. Defaults to false 

(case-insensitive comparisons.). 

-bot FILE, --bulkoptokens FILE Write operation tokens to FILE. Each modification request is 

given a user token of the form PARTYSUFFIX-EIDRID. 

PARTYSUFFIX is taken from the configuration file and 

EIDRID is the ID of the record being modified. 
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--retry BOOL If an EIDR ID in the input file can’t be modified because it is 

an alias, try again with the EIDR ID replaced by the target of 

the alias. Defaults to true. This circumstance will arise when a 

record is aliased after the input file to AltIDTool is generated 

and before AltIDTool is run. 

 

Each line of the input file has one to four tab-separated fields. Blank lines and extra fields are ignored. 

1. ID – The EIDR ID to which the altID applies. 

2. AltIDType – One of the legal EIDR AltID types; the tool will NOT correct capitalization 

problems. If type is empty, all Alternate IDs will be removed from ID in column 1. 

3. AltIDValue – A legal value for that type. The tool will not check the legality of the value – the 

Registry validates that. If the field is empty all alternate IDs of the type specified in column 2 are 

removed from the EIDR record. 

4. AltIDDomain – The domain for a Proprietary ID; not used otherwise. See Note 1 below for 

behavior when a proprietary ID has only 3 fields in the input file. 

5. Relation – AltIDRelationtype 

 

Here is a simple example of using this tool: 

AltIDTool -i altIDfile.txt 

In immediate mode, each line of output (which can be written to a file with the -o flag) has the following 

tab-separated fields: 

1. ID of the record being modified 

2. Token ID for the modify request 

3. StatusType of the operation 

4. StatusDetail (if available) 

5. ID (if any) from the response; for successful operations, this is the ID of the modified record 

 

In batch mode, each line of output (which can be written to a file with the -o flag) has a batch token; this 

file can be used with StatusTool. 

In general, adding of alternate IDs succeeds without requiring manual review, but it is good practice to 

check the status of the requests using the following: 

StatusTool -i ALTIDTOKENS -t short -bt op 

ALTIDTOKENS is the file generated by AltIDTool; see StatusTool and the Example Workflow for 

Match/Register section for more details. See Note 6 below for dealing with permission errors. 

The standard output file has only batch tokens, and if there are errors it can be hard to align system tokens 

with the correct AltIDTool input lines for a variety of reasons: some error messages do not have the ID of 

the record that caused the problem5; multiple lines of the input file can turn into single requests (see Note 

4); and some lines in the input file may generate no EIDR request (see Note 5). 

You can use -bot/--bulkoptokens to simplify reconciling error messages with the input file. The file 

produced by -bot consists of comment lines containing the batch token, followed by a set of operation 

 
5 Especially if adding an alternate ID discovers underlying problems, which is more likely in an episodic record. 
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tokens for the items in that batch. Each operation token is constructed from the suffix of the Party in the 

configuration file and the EIDR ID of the record being modified, e.g. 

// 1460204498186024113 

9DD9-E249-10.5240/6764-5991-4545-DF24-E492-9 

9DD9-E249-10.5240/D8F0-766F-D162-3891-1D69-W 

 

You can us this file with StatusTool. For example, if you used -bot optokens.txt, run: 

StatusTool -i ALTIDTOKENS -t short -bt op -sys 

 

NOTE 1: If AltIDType is “Proprietary” and there are no more fields, the behavior is the same as for any 

AltIDType – all AlternateIDs of the type (in this case Proprietary) will be removed. If there is just one 

more field, it is treated as a domain and all Proprietary alternate IDs with that domain are removed. 

NOTE 2: Be careful in batch mode, since the order of execution of requests within a batch is unspecified. 

If the batch has multiple requests for the same EIDR content record the order of execution may different 

from the order of the lines in the input file. For example, the file containing 

10.5240/8099-2A39-188A-4194-9757-E 

10.5240/8099-2A39-188A-4194-9757-E ISRC GB-UM9-01-12345 

may result in the ID having one alternate ID (if the empty line, which removes all alternate IDs) is 

executed first) or none (if the ID-only line is executed second). 

If you need to do things like this, consider using multiple files run sequentially or a single file in non-

batch mode. 

NOTE 3: The fact that AltID has multiple cardinality complicates things, since you may want to add 

another AltID of a particular type, or replace an existing ID of the type with a new one. The -m and -s 

flags control this behavior as follows: 

Flag AltIDType does not Currently Exist AltIDType Already Exists 

-m Adds Adds new instance, keeps existing instances 

of the type. (Default) 

-s Adds Replaces all existing IDs of that type with a 

single instance of the specified new one. 

If the ID type is Proprietary, replaces all 

Proprietary IDs of the specified domain. 

 

NOTE 4: Adjacent lines in FILE with the same ID will be combined into a single change request. For 

example, the following will generate two requests, not five. 

10.5240/E5D1-B346-7A50-C015-D8D3-A Proprietary 440061 tcm.com 

10.5240/E5D1-B346-7A50-C015-D8D3-A IMDB tt0317248 
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10.5240/E5D1-B346-7A50-C015-D8D3-A ISAN 0000-0001-0789-0000-V-0000-0000-I 

10.5240/97CF-9D98-CAC1-D1E5-196A-0 BFI 150045359 

10.5240/97CF-9D98-CAC1-D1E5-196A-0 IMDB tt0061357 

 

NOTE 5: AltIDTool does not try to add Alternate IDs that are already present on a record. For non-

Proprietary Alternate IDs, the exact Type/Value pair must not already exist on the record; for Proprietary 

IDs, the exact Domain/Value pair must not already exist. The comparisons default to case-insensitive, 

which can be changed with the --casesensitive BOOL command line flag. 

This behavior means that it is possible for an input file to generate fewer EIDR requests than there are 

EIDR IDs in the file, since some may be filtered out as unnecessary. 

NOTE 6: If you are going to run AltIDTool on records that you did not create, you should ask for your 

EIDR Party to have the AltIDWriter role enabled. Otherwise, there will most likely be many records for 

which you do not have permission to make changes. 
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Gchange 

This tool modifies a group of EIDR content records in the same way. It generally used for single-valued 

fields. It is not recommended for multi-valued fields that require an attribute such as AssociatedOrg or 

Alternate ID fields (for the latter use the AltIDTool). Note: It will not work for adding or modifying a 

content lightweight relationship. 

Usage: Gchange [ options ] 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. If not present the output goes to 

stdout. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. Each line is a Content ID. Blank 

lines are ignored. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. Otherwise uses the platform 

default location. 

-b BOOL, --batch BOOL Set request type. Choices are: 

• t | true (async/non-immediate) 

• f | false (immediate) 

 

Defaults to “false”. 

-bs NUM, --batchsize NUM Maximum number to submit as batch. 

-h,--help A summary of this table. 

-p xpath The EIDR query XPath for the metadata field or attribute to 

change. This must be followed by a -m, -s, -e or -x flag. You will 

need additional -p flags for field attributes. 

-x Delete specified XPath element/attribute. This applies only to 

optional fields or attributes. 

-m value Replaces the value for single-valued fields. Adds the value for 

multi-valued fields. 

-s value Replaces the specified XPath with <value>. Warning: if there are 

multiple values they will all be replaced by the single new value. 

-e value Adds <value> at the specified XPath only if it does not currently 

exist. 

-at, --attribute value Attribute added with -m/-s/-e 

 

For example for a base language field: -at "mode=Audio" 

-dd MODE, -dedupmode MODE Set dedupMode attribute to MODE in request. Mode is one of 

Normal, Manual, Accept or Review. Applies only in batch mode. 

-id ID Apply edits to content ID. Overrides -i. 

 

The output consists of three tab-separated fields. Blank lines and extra fields are ignored. 

1. ID – The EIDR ID to which the altID applies 

2. Message – “Success” or an error message from the tool or EIDR Registry. 

3. XPath – This echoes back the -p argument. 

 

Examples: 
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Here is an example where in.txt represents a group of Episodes in a Season but the original registration 

had the incorrect year: 

Gchange -i in.txt -p /FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ReleaseDate -s 2010 

The response is: 

10.5240/A664-8198-202D-F2C1-9375-U Success -p /FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/ReleaseDate -

s 2010 

etc. 

When the field does not exist but requires an attribute the call will produce an error (in this case from the 

Registry) without the attribute: 

Gchange -i in.txt -p /FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/Description -s 

"Pilot episode" 

The response in this case is: 

10.5240/BD0C-3A8F-557B-82A5-4CE0-G EIDR Error:Type:syntax error Details: cvc-complex-

type.4: Attribute 'lang' must appear on element 'Description'. -p 

/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/Description -s Pilot episode 

If the field does not exist, then no modification is made: 

Gchange -i in.txt -p /FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/Description -x 

The response in this case is: 

10.5240/046A-FF31-A6D6-55AB-5E7B-P Edit produced no change. Not submitted-p 

/FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/Description -x 

If the field did exist then the attributes stay the same. 

Here it is successfully creating the full field for the first time: 

Gchange -i in.txt -p /FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/Description -s 

"Pilot episode" -p /FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/Description@lang -s en 

The response in this case is: 

10.5240/046A-FF31-A6D6-55AB-5E7B-P Success -p /FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/Description -s 

Pilot episode -p /FullMetadata/BaseObjectData/Description@lang -s en 
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4. Matching Against the EIDR Database 
Matching collections and catalogs against EIDR is a multi-step process. If one were to use the SDK Tools 

for bulk matching, then it can be divided roughly into these steps: 

1. Prepare data 

2. Match data against EIDR – MatchTool 

3. Examine results of the matching process – ResolveMatches, ProcessStrongMatches 

4. Amend matched records (if needed) – AltIDTool, Gchange, Get/ApplyModificationBase 

5. Register gap records – RegisterTool 

6. Examine and amend any registrations that came back as “duplicate” (if needed) – 

ProcessStrongMatches, followed by AltIDTool, etc. 

The data preparation process is crucial to the success of any matching or bulk registration exercise. Please 

see EIDR Best Practices and the catalog matching guidelines for details. 

This section describes the special-purpose matching tools. The other tools are covered above under 

“Creating and Modifying Content Records”. 

MatchTool 

This tool allows performing “dry-runs” of registration data so that any conflicts/problems may be 

discovered before actual registration. MatchTool takes two kinds of input: 

• RegisterTool registration records, given as a file containing a list of filenames (just like 

RegisterTool -fi -i FILE). 

• A bulk ingest file (just like RegisterTool -bif -i FILE). 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. Contains filenames that contain the 

registration data for a single item. 

-bif, --bulkinputfile The input file contains an EIDR bulk ingest file, as described in 

bulk.xsd. Output that would include a filename instead includes a 

LocalID value from the bulk file. All other behavior is as for a set 

of single files. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-u, --useobjects Test the SDK object-based creation interface, rather than the 

XML-based interface. 
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-d DIR, --directory DIR If present, the following files are written out to DIR: 

full-out.txt – same output as the tool itself. This duplicate of file 

generated by -o, for which see below. 

 

not-found.txt – A list of all the filenames that generated no match; 

this file can be used as input to RegisterTool if the input was a list 

of files and ProcessStrongMatches of the input was a bulk ingest 

file. 

 

strong-match.txt – for each input file that generated a single 

strong match, generates the three lists 

//Filename 

//Scores 

EIDR-ID of the strong match. 

This file can be used as input for any tool that takes a list of EIDR 

IDs (e.g., ResolveTool or GetModBaseTool, and can also be used 

as input to ResolveMatches). 

 

possible-match.txt – for each input file that generate possible 

matches, contains 

//Filename 

//SCORE1 

EIDR-ID1 

//SCORE2 

EIDR-ID2 

… 

This file can be used as input for any tool that takes a list of EIDR 

IDS as input, most usefully ResolveMatches and ResolveTool. 

 

error-out.txt – contains filename and error for any file that caused 

problems, in the same format as the equivalent line in full-

output.txt. 

-nv,--novalidation Do not attempt to schema-validate a BulkIngestFile before 

splitting it apart to send to the Registry. Some errors will be 

caught by the tool, and some by the Registry. This flag may be 

useful when projects are going through an initial XML mapping 

phase. 

-mt INT Bulk input files are processed by multiple threads; default is 10, 

max is 16. 

 

A simple call to the tool would be: 

MatchTool -i match-files-in.txt -o match-files-out.txt 

 

Output from MatchTool is one or more lines of output per line of the input file. If a line has multiple 

fields, they are tab-separated. For each input item (file or item in a bulk registration file) the tool 

generates a line with the name of the file or LOCAL: ID being matched. Status follows the filename on 

the same line. The naming and other output for each status are: 
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• No Match – no matching records were found in the EIDR Registry. No further lines are output for 

this record. 

• Error – MatchTool detected an error in the input file. The remainder of the line has details. No 

further lines are output for this record. 

• EIDR Error – the Registry returned an Error when asked to perform the matching operation. The 

remainder of the line has details. No further lines are output for this record. 

• Single High Match – The Registry found one item above the high matching threshold. The next 

line contains the EIDR ID of the high match, the match score, the low match threshold, and the 

high match threshold. 

• Possible Matches. 

The above is output to the console or to the file specified by --out. If -d DIR is given, that output goes to 

the file DIR/full-out.txt, and individual files for errors, single match, possible match, and no match are 

written out as described above. 

ResolveMatches 

This tool takes the results of MatchTool and makes them more human-friendly. 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. For this tool, must be a Bulk Ingest 

File. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-mf FILE Use FILE as the source for match data. Typically will be either 

strong-match.txt or possible-match.txt files generated by 

MatchTool. 

-wf FILE, --warnfile FILE If a single entry in the file has more than one strong match, write 

the strong matches to FILE. The file can be used as input for 

ResolveTool, FlattenTool, and (recursively) ResolveMatches. 

-str DIR, --strong DIR Equivalent to “-mf DIR/strong-match.txt -o DIR/strong-

resolved.txt”; overrides -mf and -o 

-pos DIR, --possible DIR Equivalent to “-mf DIR/strong-match.txt -wf -o DIR/strong-

resolved.txt”; overrides -wf, -mf, and -o 

 

The tool takes a bulk file, e.g., the one specified in MatchTool -bif and a scores file formatted like 

possible-match.txt and strong-match.txt from MatchTool -d, and then generates an output file in the 

format used by FlattenTool. Recall that for MatchTool -bif, the LOCAL id from the bulk file is used in 

the scores files instead of a filename. The output can be summarized as: 
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Line in scores 

file 

Output Notes 

//LOCAL:id Flattened data for the bulk ingest 

file Item with ID of “LOCAL:id” 

The ID field of the flattened output is the bulk 

ingest Local ID, with the LOCAL: prefix 

stripped off. 

//Scores Entire line, echoed to the output file.  The score values in this line generated by 

MatchTool are tab-separated. 

EIDR-ID Flattened representation of the 

EIDR record 

 

 

The resulting file can be used as a tab-separated input file to a spreadsheet program such as Microsoft 

Excel, making it easier to compare the records in the bulk ingest file and the EIDR records to which they 

were matched. 

The -str and -pos flags are more convenient for most uses. Explicit specification of all inputs and outputs 

is necessary for resolving the output of ResolveMatches itself, e.g. 

ResolveMatches -i BULK-FILE -o DIR/issues-resolved.txt -mf 

DIR/multiple-strong-per-input.txt 

ProcessStrongMatches 

This tool streamlines the process of handling strong matches found by MatchTool or RegisterTool. It 

takes a bulk ingest file and either strong-match.txt from MatchTool or tokens.txt from RegisterTool. 

The strong-match.txt case writes three files: 

• output -- a new bulk ingest file from which the strong matches have been removed to the output 

(stdout or as specified by -o) 

• add-altid.txt – a file with a line for each alternate ID of each strong match consisting of an EIDR-

ID and alternate ID fields all separated by tabs. This file is suitable as input for AltIDTool, and is 

empty if there are no AltIDs to add. 

• same-strong.txt – a file listing input records with different LOCAL: IDs that produce the same 

EIDR ID for a strong match. This can arise if input records that are actually Edits are mixed in 

with Abstraction, or if a title exists in two versions (e.g. under different names) in a database. The 

output format is exactly the same as produced by MatchTool with the -d option, i.e. lines of 

//LOCAL:id 

//Scores… 

EIDR ID 
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There will only be a single pair of scores and EIDR ID for each LOCAL: ID because these are 

strong matches. The file is empty if no strong matches share the same EIDR ID for a result.  

The tokens.txt case also writes three files: 

• output – a file of the same form as strong-match.txt, with an entry for any registration that 

returned a status of ‘duplicate’ 

• dup-add-altid.txt – a file with a line for each alternate ID of each duplicate consisting of an EIDR-

ID and alternate ID fields all separated by tabs. This file is suitable as input for AltIDTool, and is 

empty if there are no AltIDs to add. 

• same-strong.txt – a file listing input records with different LOCAL: IDs that produce the same 

EIDR ID for a strong match. This can arise if input records that are actually Edits are mixed in 

with Abstraction, or if a title exists in two versions (e.g. under different names) in a database. The 

output format is tab-separated lines of User Token (the LOCAL: ID), System Token, EIDR ID. 

The file is empty if no strong matches share the same EIDR ID for a result. 

Please contact EIDR Operations if same-strong.txt is not empty. 

Note: The items in same-strong.txt are still included in the add-altid.txt file. 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. For this tool, must be a Bulk Ingest 

File. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-h,--help Command-line summary. 

-d DIR, --directory DIR Directory that contains strong-match.txt and to which add-altid.txt 

or dup-add-altid.txt is written. 

-ti FILE, --tokenin FILE FILE contains tokens used to find LOCAL:IDs in the input file; 

writes only dup-add-altid.txt 

-bf, --bigfile Improved performance on large (> 1000 items) bulk files  

 

For example, if strong-match.txt has 

// LOCAL:CFD1907/0001 

// Scores:  97 55 85 

10.5240/9FB2-01A4-678B-48CA-2472-2  

 

and the bulk ingest file has this item 

<eidr:Item> 

    <eidr:LocalID>LOCAL:CFD1907/0001</eidr:LocalID> 

    <eidr:CreateBasic> 

      <eidr:BaseObjectData> 

        <eidr:StructuralType>Abstraction</eidr:StructuralType> 

        <eidr:Mode>AudioVisual</eidr:Mode> 
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        <eidr:ReferentType>TV</eidr:ReferentType> 

        … 

        <eidr:ApproximateLength>PT6420S</eidr:ApproximateLength> 

        <eidr:AlternateID domain="itv.com" 

xsi:type="eidr:Proprietary">CFD1907/0001</eidr:AlternateID> 

        <eidr:AlternateID xsi:type="eidr:ISAN">0000-0000-6FCF-0000-E-0000-0000-

W</eidr:AlternateID> 

        … 

      </eidr:BaseObjectData> 

    </eidr:CreateBasic> 

  </eidr:Item> 

Then the output file will not contain the above item and the add-altid.txt file will contain 

10.5240/9FB2-01A4-678B-48CA-2472-2 Proprietary CFD1907/0001 itv.com 

10.5240/9FB2-01A4-678B-48CA-2472-2 ISAN 0000-0000-6FCF-0000-E-0000-0000-W 

This strong-match.txt contains the same strong match for LOCAL-481 and LOCAL-482, though the 

scores are slightly different. 

// LOCAL:LOCAL-481 

// Scores:  97 56 85 

10.5240/AD72-F356-90A8-299A-9E59-S 

 

// LOCAL:LOCAL-5 

// Scores:  96 56 85 

10.5240/98BB-6F4F-3746-08A0-17A3-V 

 

// LOCAL:LOCAL-482 

// Scores:  94 56 85 

10.5240/AD72-F356-90A8-299A-9E59-S 

 

// LOCAL:LOCAL-484 

// Scores:  96 56 85 

10.5240/AC12-3191-6D59-8CC9-60B2-5 

 

In this case same-strong.txt will have 

// LOCAL:LOCAL-481 

// Scores:  97 56 85 

10.5240/AD72-F356-90A8-299A-9E59-S 

// LOCAL:LOCAL-482 

// Scores:  94 56 85 

10.5240/AD72-F356-90A8-299A-9E59-S 

See section below “Example Workflow for Match/Register” for example output for the -ti 

TOKENFILE flag. 
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Example Workflow for Match/Register 

Here is a skeletal example of how all of the tools involved in matching and registering can be cascaded 

together. This example uses a Bulk Ingest File, but the process is similar for a batch of individual creation 

files. 

1) Generate a bulk ingest file (beyond the scope of this document.) This is referred to as BULK-FILE for 

the rest of this section. We also use DIR as the directory to which output files get written. 

Notes on the bulk ingest file: 

• Use your primary persistent internal ID as the LOCAL: ID for each item in the bulk ingest file. 

This makes it easier to associate an EIDR ID with your internal records. However, if your IDs are 

simple integers, you should prefix them with a strong that is likely to be unique to you. For 

example, instead of using ‘42’ or ‘90210’ as an ID, use ‘projectname-42’ or ‘mycompany-

90210.’6 

• Add alternate IDs to the EIDR bulk registration data whenever possible. 

 

2) Run MatchTool. (See the description of MatchTool for optional use of the -nv flag in the early stages 

of developing your process.) 

MatchTool -i BULK-FILE -bif -d DIR 

This will generate the following files: 

• DIR/error-out.txt (empty if all goes well) 

• DIR/strong-match.txt 

• DIR/possible-match.txt 

• DIR/not-found.txt 

• DIR/full-out.txt 

 

NOTE: If error-out.txt is not empty, you must fix the errors or remove the problem records from the 

source file and re-run Match tool before continuing with the rest of the process. If you do not, 

RegisterTool will fail on the batch with an error and then halt.  

 3a) Run ResolveMatches on both the strong-match.txt and possible-match.txt files. For example7: 

 
6 This is because the LOCAL: IDs are used to generate user tokens for RegisterTool, and User Tokens must be 

unique across the entire Registry; is someone else has already used one of your integers as a token, it will cause a 

Registry error when you run RegisterTool. 
7 The -str option only exists in SDK 2.0.7 and later; for earlier versions, the strong command is 

ResolveMatches -i BULK-FILE -o DIR/strong-resolved.txt -mf DIR/strong-

match.txt and the “possible” command is ResolveMatches -i BULK-FILE -o 

DIR/possible-resolved.txt -mf DIR/possible-match.txt -wf DIR/multiple-

strong-per-input.txt (both of which still work in 2.0.7 and later.) The more complex command 

lines can be used as templates for resolving other match-based files. 
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ResolveMatches -i BULK-FILE -str DIR 

ResolveMatches -i BULK-FILE -pos DIR 

This will generate three more files: 

• DIR/strong-resolved.txt 

• DIR/possible-resolved.txt 

• DIR/multiple-strong-per-input.txt 

3b) Examine strong-resolved.txt and possible-resolved.txt, making sure that the strong matches really are 

correct. If any possible matches are real and should be used, move them to the end of strong-match.txt. 

For example, if possible-match.txt has 

// LOCAL:ENT1682/0001 

// Scores:  84 55 85 

10.5240/1943-203B-F3E8-4BDE-CDB5-H 

// Scores:  58 55 85 

10.5240/93D5-83D1-B9C6-3A08-D585-B 

and the EIDR record with the score or 84 is a good match, then put the following at the end of strong-

match.txt 

// LOCAL:ENT1682/0001 

// Scores:  84 55 85 

10.5240/1943-203B-F3E8-4BDE-CDB5-H 

EIDR Operations can provide guidance on examining the possible matches. In some cases, it may not be 

necessary to look at all of them, especially for non-episodic content and new data from tested or trusted 

sources. 

If multiple-strong-per-input.txt is not empty, please send it to EIDR Operations along with possible-

match.txt and the original bulk file. It contains information on possible duplicates within the EIDR 

database itself and is used as input to database maintenance processes. 

If there is a strong match that you believe is incorrect, please refer to the ‘Common Problems’ section at 

the end of this document. 

4a) Once you have all the strong matches sorted out, use ProcessStrongMatches to generate a new bulk 

ingest file, and input file for AltIDTool if Alternate IDs are present in the match XML. 

ProcessStrongMatches -i BULK-FILE -d DIR -o DIR/NEW-BULK-FILE 

This adds three new files to DIR: 

• DIR/NEW-BULK-FILE 

• DIR/add-altid.txt 

• DIR/same-strong.txt 

 

If same-strong.txt is not empty, multiple records in the input file have produced the same strong match. 

This has a variety of causes, the most common being the inclusion of Edits as root records (such as a 

director’s cut) and duplicate records with different IDs in the data source. If you are just matching and 
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adding Alternate IDs, you can fix this by removing the incorrect records from strong-match.txt and re-

running ProcessStrongMatches. If you are registering as well as matching, the incorrect records have to 

be removed from the bulk input file as well before re-running ProcessStrongMatches. If you do not 

remove the incorrect records, and you then add Alternate IDs to EIDR, then you will have two IDs of the 

same type for one EIDR record. Furthermore, if the incorrect record is an Edit, then its Alternate ID will 

be added to the wrong level in the EIDR hierarchy (title level instead of version level). Any Edit records 

could also be matched or created separately in EIDR. 

This is also a reasonable place to add the existing EIDR IDs to your own records. It is especially easy if 

the LOCAL: IDs in the bulk ingest file are one of your own persistent identifiers or some other relevant 

database key. 

4b) You can then do things to the strong matches. For example, you can submit add-altid.txt to EIDR 

Operations to get the alternate IDs added. If you do this, Operations may also ask you to send them the 

strong-resolved.txt file to provide context. (Remember to regenerate strong-resolved.txt if you have added 

or removed items in the strong-match.txt file.) 

You can add the alternate IDs from matching by running the following command: 

AltIDTool -i DIR/add-altid.txt -b true -s -o DIR/altidtokens.txt 

This will replace any existing IDs of the type/domain with the new one from the input file. If you want to 

have multiple IDs of the same type, use -m instead of -s.  

Although adding alternate IDs generally does not have to go through manual review, it is good practice to 

check the status using  

StatusTool -i DIR/altidtokens.txt -t short -bt both -sys -o 

DIR/altidstatus.txt 

See Note 6 under AltIDTool if StatusTool shows any permission or authorization errors. 

If you feel the need to be added to the ACL for the strong matches, e.g., because there are data corrections 

or additions you wish to make, you can extract the EIDR IDs of everything in add-altid.txt with this Unix 

command: 

awk '{print $1}' < DIR/add-altid.txt | sort | uniq > strong-ids.txt 

 and ask EIDR Operations to place you on the ACL. Once you are on the ACL you can modify the 

records. 

5) Registering new records 

After you have generated NEW-BULK-FILE, run RegisterTool in batch mode and generate user 

operation tokens based on the LOCAL: IDs in the bulk file: 

RegisterTool -i DIR/NEW-BULK-FILE -b true -bif -o DIR/reglog.txt 

-bot DIR/tokens.txt 
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This adds these files to DIR: 

• DIR/reglog.txt 

• DIR/tokens.txt 

Reglog.txt will have the output of the tool. This is a mix of tool-provided information and the status of 

individual operations. Tokens.txt has a list of tokens that can be used to get status information that is 

more current and more cleanly formatted. 

6) Monitor status of new registrations 

Find out the current status of the individual operations with StatusTool: 

StatusTool -i DIR/tokens.txt -t short -bt op -o DIR/status.txt 

The status.txt file shows the current state of the requests. For example, if tokens.txt has the following: 

1/9725/0003#001 

1/6982/0011#001 

ROH0975/0001 

2/2043/0001#001 

ENT0796/0001 

ENT0854/0001 

The output will be something like 

1/9725/0003#001 0 success  10.5240/6CC1-5118-0B5A-68FC-2186-G 

1/6982/0011#001 0 success  10.5240/1EE7-4B52-D545-D599-529C-Z 

ROH0975/0001 0 success  10.5240/03FE-DEF4-0206-066A-F6A2-T 

2/2043/0001#001 2 pending   

ENT0796/0001 0 success  10.5240/657C-4FFB-395A-F1AD-CCA2-J 

ENT0854/0001 1 duplicate  10.5240/9B6B-A175-E6D2-042F-544B-3 

 

The first number on each line is the user-generated token, in this case the ID from the batch item. You can 

use this information to associate EIDR IDs with the IDs you used for each item in the bulk ingest file 

once each item is registered. 

7) Once all the tokens are in a terminal state8, run 

ProcessStrongMatches -i BULK-FILE -ti DIR/tokens.txt -d DIR -o 

DIR/duplicates.txt 

This adds two new files to DIR: 

• DIR/duplicates.txt 

• DIR/dup-add-altid.txt 

 

DIR/duplicates.txt file will have an entry for each token that represents a duplicate registration in the 

format of a strong-matches.txt file, so for the example just above it would start with 
// LOCAL:ENT0854/0001 

// Duplicate found at registration 

 
8 This will be the case iff the Unix command grep pending DIR/status.txt | wc -l returns 0.  
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10.5240/9B6B-A175-E6D2-042F-544B-3 

 

DIR/dup-add-altid.txt can be used as input for AltIDTool as described in section 4b above. 

 

7a) You can run ResolveMatches on duplicates.txt  

ResolveMatches -i BULK-FILE -o DIR/duplicates-resolved.txt -mf 

DIR/duplicates.txt 

7b) You can then do things based on the duplicates. For example, you can submit dup-add-altid.txt to 

EIDR Operations to get the alternate IDs added. If you do this, they may also ask you to send them 

duplicates-resolved.txt file to provide context. 

You can add the alternate IDs from matching by running the following command: 

AltIDTool -i DIR/dup-add-altid.txt -b true –s -o DIR/dup-

altidtokens.txt 

This will replace any existing IDs of the type/domain with the new one from the input file. If you want to 

have multiple IDs of a type, use -m instead of -s. 

Although adding alternate IDs generally does not have to go through manual review, it is good practice to 

check the status using  

StatusTool -i DIR/dup-altidtokens.txt -t short -bt both -sys -o 

DIR/dup-altidstatus.txt 

See Note 6 under AltIDTool if StatusTool shows any permission or authorization errors. 

If you feel the need to be added to the ACL for the strong matches, e.g., because there are data corrections 

or additions you wish to make, you can extract the EIDR IDs of everything in dup-add-altid.txt with this 

Unix command 

awk '{print $1}' < DIR/dup-add-altid.txt | sort | uniq > strong-

ids.txt 

and ask EIDR Operations to place you on the ACL. Once you are on the ACL you can modify the 

records. 
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5. Managing Relationships 

RemoveRelTool 

You may need to remove a lightweight relationship because you cannot delete an object that is the target 

of a relationship. 

Usage: RemoveRelTool [ options ] 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. FILE must contain a list of IDs, 

one per line. Blank lines are ignored. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-b BOOL, --batch BOOL Set request type. Choices are: 

• t | true (async/non-immediate) 

• f | false (immediate) 

 

Defaults to “false”. 

-bs NUM, --batchsize NUM Maximum number to submit as batch. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-a, --all Remove all relationships from a single object specified by -id 

ID or from the list in the input file; incompatible with -t. 

-t REL, -rt REL Relationship to remove. One of: 

• Supplemental 

• Alternate 

• Promotion 

• Packaging 

• Composite 

-id ID ID from which to remove the relationship. 

 

Either -i FILE or -id ID must be provided. 

Example of removing all relationships from a single record: 

RemoveRelTool -id 10.5240/84D9-1931-3E7F-3F91-54CB-T -a 

Note: The request generated for the -a flag is submitted as a batch Request, and so is non-immediate. 

Removing a Composite can fail, either because of permissions or because removing it would violate the 

validation rules. (See the “Data Validation Rules” in the EIDR Data Fields Reference for details.) 

AddLWTool 
Usage: AddLWTool -s ID -t ID -r REL -rc INT [ options ] 

This tool creates a lightweight relationship between to IDs. 
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-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Ignored. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Ignored. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-b BOOL, --batch BOOL Set request type. Choices are: 

• t | true (async/non-immediate) 

• f | false (immediate) 

 

Defaults to “false”. 

-bs NUM, --batchsize NUM Maximum number to submit as batch. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-a Use Async request; default is immediate. 

-s ID, --source ID Source ID (object to which the relationship is added). 

-t ID,--target ID target ID of the relationship 

-r REL,-rt REL,--relationship REL REL is the relationship type, one of: 

• supplemental 

• alternate 

• packaging 

• promotion 

-rc INT,--class INT INT is the class of the relationship, and its interpretation varies 

based on the class of the relationship. See table below for legal 

values and their meanings. 

-x Flag for testing. See source code if you really want to know. 

-i and -ienc are ignored by AddLWTool, but do not generate an error. 

Supplemental 

Type number Meaning 

0 Interactivity 

1 Outtake 

2 Making of 

3 Interview 

4 Music 

5 Music Video 

6 Deleted Scene 

7 Behind the Scenes 

8 B-roll 

9 Featurette 

10 Selected Clips 

11 Other 

 

Alternate 

0 Descriptive Audio 

1 Camera Angle 

2 Parental Control 

3 Censored 

4 Commentary (Director) 

5 Commentary (Other) 
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6 Sing Along 

7 Trivia Track 

8 Other 

 

Packaging 

0 Streaming 

1 Streaming (Web) 

2 Streaming (Mobile) 

3 Download (Web) 

4 Download (Mobile) 

5 VOD 

6 Broadcast 

7 Digital Cinema 

8 Other 

 

Promotion 

0 Broadcast Ad 

1 Theatrical Trailer 

2 Infomercial 

3 DVD Trailer 

4 Web 

5 Mobile 

6 UGC Site 

7 Radio Spot 

8 Other 
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6. Reversible Administration 

PromoteTool 

Usage: PromoteTool [ options ] 

Promotion fails if any of the object’s ancestors have a Status of “in development.” Some care has to be 

taken when giving it an input file with multiple IDs, since the order of execution within a batch is 

unknown. However, since promoting an already promoted object produces a benign error, you can just 

use the file again and again until everything is promoted. 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-b BOOL, --batch BOOL Set request type. Choices are: 

• t | true (async/non-immediate) 

• f | false (immediate) 

 

Defaults to “false”. 

-bs NUM, --batchsize NUM Maximum number to submit as batch. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-id ID ID to promote. Overrides --in FILE. 

-dd MODE, -dedupmode MODE Set dedupMode attribute to MODE in request. Mode is one of 

Normal, Manual, Accept or Review. Applies only in batch 

mode. 
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7. Irreversible Administration 
Be careful using these. Ask for help from EIDR support before you use them as these actions cannot be 

undone except by EIDR Operations. 

DeleteTool 

Usage: DeleteTool [ options ] 

Only an object with no descendants, no relationships, and no dependents can be deleted. You can use 

GraphTool to find this out. 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-b BOOL, --batch BOOL Set request type. Choices are: 

• t | true (async/non-immediate) 

• f | false (immediate) 

 

Defaults to “false”. 

-bs NUM, --batchsize NUM Maximum number to submit as batch. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-id ID ID to delete. Overrides --in FILE. 

 

AliasTool 

This aliases one ID (specified by the -id flag) or multiple IDs (taken from the file given by -in) to a target 

ID, given by TID. All the items in the input file are aliased to the single target. 

Usage: AliasTool -t TID [ options ] 

-o FILE,--out FILE Set output file name to FILE. 

-oenc ENC,--oencoding ENC Set output file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-i FILE,--in FILE Set input file name to FILE. 

-ienc ENC,--iencoding ENC Set input file encoding to ENC. Defaults to UTF-8. 

-c CONF,--config CONF Set EIDR config file to CONF. 

-b BOOL, --batch BOOL Set request type. Choices are: 

• t | true (async/non-immediate) 

• f | false (immediate) 

 

Defaults to “false”. 

-bs NUM, --batchsize NUM Maximum number to submit as batch. 

-h,--help The contents of this table. 

-t TID,--target TID Alias the source ID(s) specified by -id or the IDs in the --in file) 

to TID. 

-id ID Source ID for alias. Overrides --in FILE. 
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Appendix 1: FlattenTool Column Names 
 Base Object Metadata  

ID 

StructuralType 

Mode 

RefType 

ResourceName 

RN@lang 

RN@Romanized 

RN@titleClass 

RN@systemGenerated 

Num ARN 

ARN-0 

ARN-0@lang 

ARN-0@titleClass 

ARN-1 

ARN-1@lang 

ARN-1@titleClass 

ARN-2 

ARN-2@lang 

ARN-2@titleClass 

ARN-3 

ARN-3@lang 

ARN-3@titleClass 

ARN-4 

ARN-4@lang 

ARN-4@titleClass 

ARN-5 

ARN-5@lang 

ARN-5@titleClass 

Num Orig Lang 

OL-0 

OL-0@mode 

OL-0@type 

OL-1 

OL-1@mode 

OL-1@type 

 

Num Version Lang 

VL-0 

VL-0@mode 

VL-0@type 

VL-1 

VL-1@mode 

VL-1@type 

VL-2 

VL-2@mode 

VL-2@type 

VL-3 

VL-3@mode 

VL-3@type 

Num Assoc Org 

AO-0 

AO-0@orgID 

AO-0@idType 

AO-0@role 

AO-1 

AO-1@orgID 

AO-1@idType 

AO-1@role 

AO-2 

AO-2@orgID 

AO-2@idType 

AO-2@role 

AO-3 

AO-3@orgID 

AO-3@idType 

AO-3@role 

AO-4 

AO-4@orgID 

AO-4@idType 

AO-4@role 

AO-5 

AO-5@orgID 

AO-5@idType 

AO-5@role 
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Base Object Metadata (continued)  

ReleaseDate 

Num Countries of Origin 

CoO-0 

CoO-1 

CoO-2 

CoO-3 

Status 

Approx Length 

Num AltID 

AltID-0 

AltID-0@type 

AltID-0@domain 

AltID-0@relationship 

AltID-1 

AltID-1@type 

AltID-1@domain 

AltID-1@relationship 

AltID-2 

AltID-2@type 

AltID-2@domain 

AltID-2@relationship 

AltID-3 

AltID-3@type 

AltID-3@domain 

AltID-3@relationship 

AltID-4 

AltID-4@type 

AltID-4@domain 

AltID-4@relationship 

AltID-5 

AltID-5@type 

AltID-5@domain 

AltID-5@relationship 

AltID-6 

AltID-6@type 

AltID-6@domain 

AltID-6@relationship 

 

AltID-7 

AltID-7@type 

AltID-7@domain 

AltID-7@relationship 

AltID-8 

AltID-8@type 

AltID-8@domain 

AltID-8@relationship 

AltID-9 

AltID-9@type 

AltID-9@domain 

AltID-9@relationship 

Registrant 

Num MetadataAuth 

MetadataAuth-0 

MetadataAuth-1 

Num Director 

Director-0 

Director-1 

Num Actor 

Actor-0 

Actor-1 

Actor-2 

Actor-3 

RegistrantExtra 

Description 

Description@lang 
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ExtraObject Metadata: episodic ExtraObject Metadata: Edit & Clip 

Series EndDate 

Series Class 

Series NumReq 

Series DateReq 

Series OrigTitleReq 

Seas Parent 

Seas EndDate 

Num Seas Class 

Seas Class-0 

Seas Class-1 

Seas NumReq 

Seas DateReq 

Seas OrigTitleReq 

Seas SeqNum 

Ep Parent 

DistNum 

DistNum@domain 

HouseSeq 

HouseSeq@domain 

Num AltNum 

AltNum-0 

AltNum-0@domain 

AltNum-1 

AltNum-1@domain 

AltNum-2 

AltNum-2@domain 

AltNum-3 

AltNum-3@domain 

Num Ep Class 

EpClass-0 

EpClass-1 

TimeSlot 

 

Edit Parent 

Edit Use 

Num EditClass 

EditClass-0 

EditClass-1 

Num Edit MadeForReg 

Edit MadeForReg-0 

Edit MadeForReg-1 

Num EditDetails 

EditDetails-0 

EditDetails-0@domain 

EditDetails-1 

EditDetails-1@domain 

ColorType 

ThreeD 

ClipParent 

ClipComponentsMode 

Clip Start 

Clip Duration 
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Manifestation Manifestation: Audio Tracks (continued) 

Manifestation Parent 

Num Manifestation Class 

ManifClass-0 

ManifClass-1 

Num Manif MadeForReg 

ManifMadeForReg-0 

ManifMadeForReg-1 

Num Manif Details 

ManifDetails-0 

ManifDetails-0@domain 

ManifDetails-1 

ManifDetails-1@domain 

Num Audio Tracks 

AudTrack-0 Desc 

AudTrack-0 Type 

AudTrack-0 Codec 

AudTrack-0 NumCodecTypes 

AudTrack-0 CodecType-0 

AudTrack-0 BitrateMax 

AudTrack-0 BitrateAverage 

AudTrack-0 VBR 

AudTrack-0 SampleBitDepth 

AudTrack-0 ChannelMapping 

AudTrack-0 Num Watermarks 

AudTrack-0 Watermark-0 Vendor 

AudTrack-0 Watermark-0 

ProductAndVersion 

AudTrack-0 Watermark-0 Data 

AudTrack-0 Watermark-

0@guaranteedAbsent 

AudTrack-0 ActualLength 

AudTrack-0 Language 

AudTrack-0 Lang@dubbed 

AudTrack-0 Channels 

AudTrack-0 TrackRef 

AudTrack-0 EncAgentName 

AudTrack-0 EncAgent@orgID 

AudTrack-0 EncAgent@idType 

AudTrack-0 Description 

AudTrack-0 Desc@lang 

AudTrack-0 NumHash 

AudTrack-0 Hash-0 Hash 

AudTrack-0 Hash-0 Method 

AudTrack-0 Size 

(etc.) 
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Manifestation: Video Tracks Manifestation: Video Tracks (cont.) 

Num Video Tracks 

VidTrack-0 Desc 

VidTrack-0 Type 

VidTrack-0 Codec 

VidTrack-0 NumCodecTypes 

VidTrack-0 CodecType-0 

VidTrack-0 MPEGProfile 

VidTrack-0 MPEGLevel 

VidTrack-0 BitrateMax 

VidTrack-0 BitrateAverage 

VidTrack-0 VBR 

VidTrack-0 Num Watermarks 

VidTrack-0 Watermark-0 Vendor 

VidTrack-0 Watermark-0 ProductAndVersion 

VidTrack-0 Watermark-0 Data 

VidTrack-0 Watermark-0@guaranteedAbsent 

VidTrack-0 ActualLength 

VidTrack-0 AspectRatio 

VidTrack-0 PixelAspect 

VidTrack-0 WidthPixels 

VidTrack-0 HeigthPixels 

VidTrack-0 ActiveWidthPixels 

VidTrack-0 ActiveHeightPixels 

VidTrack-0 FrameRate 

VidTrack-0 FrameRate@multiplier 

VidTrack-0 FrameRate@timecode 

VidTrack-0 Progressive 

VidTrack-0 Progressive@scanOrder 

VidTrack-0 ColorSubsampling 

VidTrack-0 Colorimetry 

VidTrack-0 Type3D 

VidTrack-0 ColorType 

VidTrack-0 PictureFormat 

VidTrack-0 NumSubtitles 

VidTrack-0 Subtitle-0 Lang 

VidTrack-0 Subtitle-0 @closed 

VidTrack-0 Subtitle-0 @type 

VidTrack-0 Subtitle-1 Lang 

VidTrack-0 Subtitle-1 @closed 

VidTrack-0 Subtitle-1 @type 

VidTrack-0 SignedLanguage 

VidTrack-0 Num CardsetLists 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 Num Type 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 Type-0 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 Num 

MadeForReg 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 

MadeForReg-0 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 Num 

DigitalCardsets 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 

DigitalCardset-0 Num Type 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 

DigitalCardset-0 Type-0 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 

DigitalCardset-0 Type-1 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 

DigitalCardset-0 Description 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 

DigitalCardset-0 Sequence 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 

DigitalCardset-1 Num Type 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 

DigitalCardset-1 Type-0 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 

DigitalCardset-1 Type-1 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 

DigitalCardset-1 Description 

VidTrack-0 CardsetList-0 

DigitalCardset-1 Sequence 

VidTrack-0 TrackRef 

VidTrack-0 EncAgentName 

VidTrack-0 EncAgent@orgID 

VidTrack-0 EncAgent@idType 

VidTrack-0 Description 

VidTrack-0 Desc@lang 

VidTrack-0 NumHash 

VidTrack-0 Hash-0 Hash 

VidTrack-0 Hash-0 Method 

VidTrack-0 Size (etc.) 
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ExtraObject Metadata: Manifestation:  

Subtitle Tracks 

Manifestation: Containers 

Num Subtitle Tracks 

SubtitleTrack-0 Format 

SubtitleTrack-0 Format@HDImage 

SubtitleTrack-0 Format@SDImage 

SubtitleTrack-0 Description 

SubtitleTrack-0 Num Types 

SubtitleTrack-0 Type-0 

SubtitleTrack-0 Type-1 

SubtitleTrack-0 FormatType 

SubtitleTrack-0 Language 

SubtitleTrack-0 Num CardsetLists 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 Num Type 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 Type-0 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 Num MadeForReg 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 MadeForReg-0 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 Num DigitalCardsets 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 DigitalCardset-0 Num 

Type 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 DigitalCardset-0 Type-0 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 DigitalCardset-0 Type-1 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 DigitalCardset-0 

Description 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 DigitalCardset-0 

Sequence 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 DigitalCardset-1 Num 

Type 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 DigitalCardset-1 Type-0 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 DigitalCardset-1 Type-1 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 DigitalCardset-1 

Description 

SubtitleTrack-0 CardsetList-0 DigitalCardset-1 

Sequence 

SubtitleTrack-0 TrackRef 

SubtitleTrack-0 EncAgentName 

SubtitleTrack-0 EncAgent@orgID 

SubtitleTrack-0 EncAgent@idType 

SubtitleTrack-0 Description 

SubtitleTrack-0 Desc@lang 

SubtitleTrack-0 NumHash 

SubtitleTrack-0 Hash-0 Hash 

SubtitleTrack-0 Hash-0 Method 

SubtitleTrack-0 Size 

(etc.) 

Num Containers 

Container-0 Type 

Container-0 NumTracks 

Container-0 Track-0 

Container-0 TrackExtID-0 

Container-0 TrackExtIDNamespace-0 

Container-0 Track-1 

Container-0 TrackExtID-1 

Container-0 TrackExtIDNamespace-1 

Container-0 Track-2 

Container-0 TrackExtID-2 

Container-0 TrackExtIDNamespace-2 

Container-0 Track-3 

Container-0 TrackExtID-3 

Container-0 TrackExtIDNamespace-3 

Container-0 NumHash 

Container-0 Hash-0 Hash 

Container-0 Hash-0 Method 

Container-0 Size 

Container-0 ContainerReference 

Container-0 EncAgentName 

Container-0 EncAgent@orgID 

Container-0 EncAgent@idType 

Container-0 Description 

Container-0 Desc@lang 
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Appendix 2: Common Problems 

Incorrect Strong Matches 

Very occasionally, the de-duplication system will return a strong match for an item that you, the 

registrant, know should be considered a new work. This is more common with older works (for which 

metadata can be sparse, and where he same title could be re-used for different works in identical or 

similar years). It can also happen with modern remakes and same-cast sequels where either the submitted 

record or the EIDR Registry has sparse metadata, 

Once you have determined that the record you have submitted really is different, there are several steps to 

take: 

• Remove the item or items from strong-matches.txt and from the original input 

• Create a new input file with only the incorrectly matched items 

• Try to extend the metadata in your record to add more differentiation. 

• Add a comment in the Description field saying that this really is a new work, including a mention 

of the EIDR record which it is not 

• Rerun the match/register process with the new file, but include “-dd manual” on the command 

line for Register tool – this forces the records to go through to manual de-duplication. 

• Send a note to EIDR Operations about the request, including the tokens file and details of why the 

request should generate a new record. 

After this, the requests will process as described above. When all the tokens are in a terminal state, check 

to make sure that you got a new ID for the items in question. If not, contact EIDR Operations . 

Character Encoding 

The XML Parser used by the Registry and the Java SDK can produce somewhat inscrutable error 

messages. Some common error messages are: 

Content is not allowed in prolog 

This usually means that an XML editor or output tool has added a Byte Order Mark9 (BOM). You can 

remove this with most XML editors or Notepad++. 

Error: Failed to open XML file 

Invalid byte 1 of 1-byte UTF-8 sequence. 

This can happen when there is a non-UTF8 character in the file. Excel Tab-separated files are often ANSI 

rather than UTF-8.Open the file in Notepad and select “File->Save As”. If the Encoding field at the 

bottom of the dialog box is not UTF-8, change it to UTF-8 and save it under another name; this should fix 

the problem. Remember that Notepad can leave a BOM in the file (see above). 

 
9 See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byte_order_mark 
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It is also possible, though tedious, to binary search the input file for the bad record – divide the file in 

half, run the tool on both halves, and repeat the process on the sections that have the error until you have 

narrowed it down to the record or records that cause the problem. 

An invalid XML character (Unicode 0x0) 

If you get this error message you are probably trying to read a UTF-16 file without having specified -ienc 

UTF-16. 

XML Validation 

You may see an error like this when running MatchTool: 

my-catalog.xml does not validate against http://www.eidr.org/schema/bulk.xsd 

cvc-complex-type.2.4.a: Invalid content was found starting with element 'eidr:OriginalLanguage'. 

One of '{"http://www.eidr.org/schema":ResourceName}' is expected. 

This means that there is a schema-required element missing. You should look at what was expected – the 

last section (“One of…”) – not what was found. Unfortunately, client-side validation does not tell you 

which record in the input is causing the problem, and there may be more than one. If your file is large, 

you can run the tool with the -nv flag which bypasses client-side validation and sends the data to the 

Registry immediately. The equivalent Registry error message will be something like: 

LOCAL:GOLD-234/ABC  Error   EIDR Error: syntax error Details: cvc-complex-type.2.4.a: 

Invalid content was found starting with element 'OriginalLanguage'. One of 

'{"http://www.eidr.org/schema":ResourceName}' is expected. 

This narrows the error to the bulk file entry with a particular LOCAL: ID, in this case LOCAL:GOLD-

234/ABC. 

This method works for other fields too; CountryOfOrigin is another common source of this problem. 

Registry Errors 

MatchTool 

If your MatchTool results include ‘other error’ in error-out.txt, it is probably because the Registry had 

internal load issues. There are a couple ways to deal with this: 

• Put the records with ‘other error’ into a separate bulk file and process it separately. 

• Rerun MatchTool with fewer thread, e.g. using -mt 4 instead of -mt 8. 

Please report this error to EIDR Operations, with any files required to reproduce it. 

Duplicate Resource Name/Alternate Resource Name 

This can occur during Registry validation of Match, Register, and Modify requests, There must be no 

duplicates in Resource Name and Alternate Resource Names (collectively called ‘titles’) for any EIDR 

record. In addition to the obvious ‘exact equality’ rule there are some special cases: 
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• The language attribute of the titles is ignored when comparing for equality. For example, if a title 

is the same in Spanish and Catalan, you can only include one of them. 

• Non-ASCII titles in Roman scripts are converted to ASCII before comparison. The mapping is 

based on Unicode NFKD decomposition plus the Latin supplement (Latin-ASCII.xml) from the 

Unicode Common Locale Data Repository. This does not take locale-dependent forms, such the 

“ü” in German which may be represented as “ue” in English, into account. For example  

o “Brüno” is equal to “Bruno” 

o “Brüno” is not equal to “Brueno” 

o “Das Grabmal Einer Großen Liebe” is equal to “Das Grabmal Einer Grossen 

Liebe”. 

Please see the EIDR Best Practices for fuller information about legal and preferred practices for 

titles. 

Other Errors 

ProcessStrongMatches 

If ProcessStrongMatches produces an error about a LOCAL: label not being found, run the tool with the -

bf/--bigfile flag. Please report this error to EIDR Support, with any files required to reproduce it. 

AltIDTool 

bad ID: ?10.5240/311F-A270-00E2-6BB3-A8FC-V (for example) 

getModificationBase SDK Error: assetID not in correct form. 

This error from AltIDTool can indicate several different errors:  

• The EIDR ID in the error message has been deleted, and so it can’t have alternate IDs added or 

removed. 

• The EIDR ID in the error message has been aliased and AltIDTool was run with --retry 

false. To correct the error, run it without the -retry flag (the default setting is true). 

• If the “bad ID” is the first one in the input file and has not been deleted, the input file probably 

has a byte order mark at the start. To correct it, remove the BOM and re-run AltIDTool. 

StatusTool 

Token Registry error: bad token error Details: null 

This error will appear in the output of StatusTool if it is given an invalid token. This can happen when 

using the Workflow for Match/Register (or a similar process based on bulk input files) if a LOCAL: ID in 

the bulk file is identical to one used by another registrant. You can verify that this is the case by looking 
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at the batch tokens in the output from RegisterTool – if one or more of them never changes from “Batch 

Received” state, then the entire batch has failed, probably because of this problem.10 

See Section 1 of Example Workflow for Match/Register for an explanation of the underlying cause and a 

workaround. 

Single Registry error: syntax error Details: cvc-pattern-valid: Value 

'10.5238/eidr-eu' is not facet-valid with respect to pattern '10\.5237/[0-9a-

fA-F]{4}-[0-9a-fA-F]{4}|10\.5237/superparty' for type 'partyDOIType' 

 

An error like this one indicates that a user ID has been used with the -r/--reg parameter 

 

 
10 RegisterTool writes user tokens to the tokens output file without checking for any sort of status, so it doesn’t 

know that the batch was not processed and that tokens in that batch are not valid. 


